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m.6e ttr0!which
of
the
divided
Baptists
ary 15th to November 30th, 1912; pense of something like $5,000 more. to be e:eciea to tne nepuuncaii ma New Mexico for two years was Jimenez, Mexico, May 25. General (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
also $7,425 to pay the salaries of "ofIt seems to me that legislation can
Orozco today is mobilizing his deBapThe Mothers' Club meets at X
London, May 25. A national strike
ficers, assistants and subordinates,' be enacted so that the taxpayers will cratic side the fight is between Gov-- brought to an end at Northern dele- feated
for a resumption of the by all transport workers early next
troops
the
the
when
convention
High School next Monday Si
today
tist
a
further j,ave a better understanding of the ernor Harmon and Governor Wilson,
during the same time, and
As
campaign against tho government.
afternoon at 3:.30. This is the
week was threatened in labor circles
appropriation of H,700 is made for nurnoses for which their money is to Harmon supporters will demand that gates cast a practically unanimous after the defeat, at Conejos a fort- this afternoon. A
last regular meeting before
great mass meeting
vote to turn the state over to the
"contingent and incidental" expenses fce expended in maintaining what may the Democratic
staie convention Southern Baptis convention.
summer vacation.
night ago, the rebel chief found that of stevedores this afternoon passed
nam
tuuiuiiDDiuu.
vi
possibly turn out to be an expensive jadopt the modified. unit rule.
his reverse at. Rellano depleted his unanimously a resolution in favor of a
All members, and others denere
no
out
tne
is
appro ivUrv. it is not my Duroose or dei
question
men have national strike. The leaders will be
of the Republican
available
all
Chairman
and
to become
members X
ranks
Laylin,
siring
to
of
pay the salaries
priation
tho'sire t0 interfere in any manner with Btate executive committee, leader of
been summoned from outlying sec- able to call out 245,000 trade unionists
are invited and urged to be
commissioners is just and proper, as the
BOYS COME MONDAY
for
the
payment
provision
pr0per
tions held by rebels. A mining town and 200,000
present, as there, will be an
WITH RAKE AND HOE.
these salaries are provided for by the of orncaig and employes created the Taft campaign forces, claims the
election of officers for next
London Feels Pinch.
has been evacuated by, the rebels
constitution. How the sum of $7,425 and proVided for by our constitution control of the state convention and:
The glut of ships in the Thames is
. Chairman
who arrived here today in accordance
the six delegates-at-largyear and other important busiwas arrived at to "pay officers, assist-- and tne iawg f 0ur state, nor do I
The boys interested in school
s
X
Their cargoes,
ness will be attended to.
with this plan. Some profess to see constantly increasing.
Welter F. Brown, of the Republicau
and subordinates," I am a,t a loss .
gardening shall come Monday
p08e reasonable expenses, but I can- state central committee,
Roosevelt
Any one Is eligible to mem- X
in
the maneuver of small rebel com- which are mostly composed of food-- j
armed
seems
to me that if not overlook the fact that this sort
to understand. It
morning at eight o'clock,
bership in the club who is in- X
mands the possibility that they would stuffs, much of which is perishable, rewith rake and hoe, to attack the
the exact amount could be calculated, of legislation is likely to lead to care- campaign manager, has announced
terested in the welfare of the X
be helplessly cut off for reinforce- main untouched. The markets are alschool garden lot just west of
then the different "officers, assistants lessness and extravagance in expendi- - that he will carry the fight for the six
children of Santa Fe.
X
ment by a continuous northern re- ready feeling the pinch of depleted
and subordinates" might very well
the New Mexican building.
delegates to the floor of the conven-jj- t
main
column.
supplies.
of
the
treat
have been ascertained and mentioned.
tion.
(Continued on Page 8.)
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The Little Store

REACHING THE SPOT.

COMMENCEMENT AT
''t. CATHERINE'S

It Can Be Done, So Sct.'es of Sanl
Fe Citizens Say.

M.

SATURDAY, MAY 25, 1912.

mm

SCHOOL.

Marvellous Work That Is Being Done
by Sisters of the Blessed
Sacrament.

WITH

MUSTS

To cure an acnmg tack,
SCALES
The pains of rheumatism,
The tired-ou- t
feelings,
Seldom has a more delighted audiYou must reach the spot get t
ence been assembled in Santa Fe, than Eczema from Top of Head to Waist.
the cause.
Suffered Untold Agony and Pain.
that which witnessed the commenceIn most cases 'tis the kidneys.
Doctors Said It Could Not Be Cured.
Doan's Kidney Pills are for th ment exercises at Saint Catherine's
Jnilian school last night. The nro-- i
kidneys.
of Cuticura Remedies SuccessSet
'
Mrs. Agriplna de Gonzales. i02 Gar f5"1 was Performed in a highly cren
All Else Had Failed.
When
ful
cia St., Santa Fe, N. Mex.. says: "1? iiauiB manner Dy an concerned, and
the
especially
by
of
Sisters
good
the
September, 1906, I used Doan's Kid lilessed
"Some time aco I was taken with eczema
Sacrament, who have devoted
hac
ney Pills for backache which
top of my head to my waist. It
their
pure lives to the almost thank- - from the
been a source of much annoyance. I
began with souk-- on my body. I suffered
tho mnrntnpmv ho n. 11 Bs ldSK 01 educating Indian children. untold itching and burning, and could not
i 9fn
may be torme1 of the
eleep. I was greatly disfigured with scales
was so lame and painful that I coulu S?
had
tnat task, when it is stated and crusts. My ears looked asandif they neck
stoop. I knew that my trouble I'lt"(1?
been most cut oft with a razor,
my
between
200
and
300, of those was perfectly raw. I suffered untold agony
was due to disordered kidneys and . tI'a,t,
was finally led to try Doan's Kidney ,'Idtren a"nded school during the and pain. I tried two doctors who said I
had eczema in Its fullest stage, and that it
term, and that included
their could
Pills, by the good reports I heard
not be cured. I then tried other remand
The
exhibit
feeding.
of
oneicIothing
about them. The contents of
edies to no avail. At last, I tried a set of
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
writing,
drawing,
the
and
painting, lace,
genuine Cuticura Remedies, which cured
box of this remedy drove away all my
beadwork would have been creditable me. Cuticura Remedies cured me of eczema
WITH
ALL CASH PURCHASES. WE GIVE
TICKETS
REGISTER
pains and I am happy to state thai to any school
else had failed, therefore I cannot
in the country. There when all
my cure has been permanent."
praise them too highly.
was one table containing
edibles,
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
suffered with eczema about ten months,
which it was hardly right for the good but"I am now entirely cured, and I believe
centa.
Co., Buffalo,
Sisters to exhibit, as, no doubt, many Cuticura Remedies are the best skin cure
United States.
a longing eye was cast at .them, and there is." (Signed) Miss Mattie J. Shaffer,
Remember the Dame Pan's and
It. F. D. 1, Box 8, Dancy, Miss., Oct. 27, 1910.
many teeth watered as the people,
take no other.
"I had suffered from eczema about four
reluctantly passed them by. The ar- years when boils began to break out on
ticles displayed were dainty beyond different parts of my body. It started with
first,
the description of a mere man's power. a fine red rash. My back was affected
W
when it also spread over my face. The itching
The various marches were performed
tried
I
times.
was almost unbearable at
PERSONAL MENTION
with a precision that told of long and different soaps and salves, but nothing seemed
Sols Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
until I began to use the Cuticura
work
patient
by the Sisters, and the to helpandmeOintment.
One box of them cured
audience showed its appreciation of Soap
4LFaLFa SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
me entirely.
I recommended them to my
To the Heroes of the Titanic.
them by loud and repeated cheers. sister for her baby who was troubled with
By Florence Ryan, in The Magnificat. Probably, the number
eczema, and they completely cured
that
most tooth
The only exclusive grain house in
her babv." (Signed) Mrs. F. L. Marberger.
O
noble hearts who, that night of enjoyment and amusement gave
Fe
was a Drehersvi'de, Pa., Sept. 6, 1910.
terrors
(speech of welcome, delivered by a
Although Cuticura Soap and Cuticura
When death stalked grimly from tot of about six or seven
by druggists and dealers
years of Ointment area sold
liberal sample of each, with
stern to prow,
everywhere,
who
;age,
her
"spoke
in
as
piece,"
digPhone Black
booklet on the skin and hair, will
Phone Black Were brave and gentle as Christ's nified a manner as if she
on application to Potter
belonged to be sent,
'
.ew York's four hundred. The evenown mirrors,
Drug & Chem. Corp., Dent. ill. Boston.
(If such thy sons, O, God what art ing's enjoyment was concluded by His
triace, Arcnoishop Pitaval. who in ii
i.iiuu.j
Nor Greece nor Rome, in her grand- - brief, but eloquent address voiced the Commissioner
to induce
Hopkins,
i
Iola
sentiments of the audience, expressing eastern capital to take over the old
Dawson Coal
est glory
With grander record has graced the the admiration of all present, at the Morton Irrigation Company, in FreEl Toro
Sawed Wood
wonderful results of the steady and mont county, are successful, 300,000
world;
How you gave your lives is a Na- untiring labors of the devoted Sisters acres of land will be added to Wyom
of the Blessed Sacrament, and the
tion's story,
ing s irrigated area. Commissioner
possibility of imparting to the poor
Hopkins will leave shortly for Wash
Our Age's challenge, to Time
some of the civilization and en- ington to arrange for
segregation of
O Heroes, who meted with God's own lightenment of the American people. the land.
Tne New Mexican extends to the
good
measure,
Sisters its heartiest support in anv COLORADO
LEGISLATURE
'Greater love than this" Thou hast way it can make
itself useful to them
MAY MEET IN EXTRA SESSION.
All Kinds of Building Materials.
said, O Christ,)
ana their meritorious work. The folBe it yours to reckon, eternal trealowing was the program:
sure,
Failure of Previous Act to Stand Con
Doors, Red
Bye Low Song
Kindergarten
The trophies of lives you have sacri- Fan Dri'I
stitutional Test May Cause
Girls
fard J33 Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.
ficed
Colors of the Spectrum
Girls
On Tabor, Mount of Transfiguration, lose Dri
Phone, Red 100
Little Girls
Phone. Red 100
Phone, Red 100
In fair, white honor of chivalry,
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
iRuggles & Co
noys Denver,
" ' Delia
You mould ideals to bless our Nation. Face to Face Hymn
Colo., May 25. Governor .1.
F. Shafroth today promised to make
Old Time Visitors
Our inspiration, and nronhecv.
Girls and Boys
public a decision as to whether he
or tne B. M.
..,.11
would call an extra session of the
Bronson Cutting has returned from Tvcauon
nme
Ree. Anita
House Bill No.
legislature to
a business trip to New York.,
200.
The promise was made to a
W. H. Merchant, treasurer of Eddy DARROW DENIES THAT
AsHE WOULD PLEAD GUILTY. committee representing the State
county, returned to his home in Carlssociation of County Commissioner1-anbad yesterday.
the Good Roads Associations of
Rev. J. M. Shimer was taken ill Trial Must Proceed
Until
Colorodo
in joint convention
here.
yesterday and left for AlbuquerqueAgrees on Verdict, ProsecutHouse Bill 200 provided for turning
TO
que last evening.
ing Attorney Says.
ever $300,000 of the state internal im-- j
Carl Eklund, the hotel proprietor of
fund to the State
is
a
in
visitor
Clayton,
Santa Fe and (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) provement for use in road Highway
Commission
building.
a guest at the Palace.
Los Angeles, Calif., May 25. There
Recently it was declared illegal by
SflVfi MOflPV and ,nconven,enc by Purchasing Wells
B. F. Morris and irfrs. Morris
and will be no such denouement as ended the state
court because the
mUllVJ Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Traveler'
their children, returned yesterday to me iuciNamara trial In that of Clar- Senate rollsupreme
call on the third reading
their home in Santa Cruz, northern ence S. Darrow for Jury bribery, ar- - was
Checks and Foreign Money Orders
missing from the record.
Santa Fe county.
cording to District Attorney Freder- A. J. Egan, president of an insur icks today.
Reports to the effect that
U. S., Canada, Mexico
ance company of Trinidad, arrived in Darrow had offered tn nMio..
j
STENZEL ECZEMA
Santa Fe last evening and is a guest; plead guilty were characterized
hv
tne Mon ezuma.
Darrow this morning, "and never had
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEQRAPH
A. K. Walker, county dent at Albu- A clear white liquid for
thing to confess in ti,i
cleansing
querque. and Mrs. Walker, arrived in Darrow this morning," and never
purifying and healing skin and scalp
had
the
j ji
Jiuuu j coici UttJ UUU QIC anv nnv.rn.i!u wun
iil any one re diseases.
j
guests' at the Palace.
Stops itching or burning Instantly;
garding a confession, nor ony intima
D.
cures eczema permanent.
C. B. Stubblefield of Alcalde of the tion or
thought of that kind."
A few days after using the Liquid
Continental Oil Company, arrived in
Fredericks refused to state defi
the disease begins to disappear.
the city yesterday afternoon
and nitely whether the
prosecution conPrice $1. Sold In Santa Fe by Fischregistered at the Palace.
uuciea any negotiations with the de- - er
Drug Co. and Zook's Pharmacy.
Ralph Dixon, a student of the
iense, looking to a plea of guilty. He
Normal School at EI said, however, that he exneeteil the
Rito, arrived in the city last evening trial of Darrow to continue until the
and is a guest at the Coronado.
jury agreed on a verdict.
Successor to
B. L. McAllister, the ranchman, and
History of Alleaed Attemot.
Mrs. McAllister, arrived in the city
MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
George N. Lockwood who is to be
from their home in Tesuoue yesterday one ot the star witnesses for the state
in the trial of Clarence S. Darrow, took
FIRST-CLAS- S
evening and registered at the
Manufacturer of
iue siana snortly after 11 o'clock toA. A. Sena, formerly a member of day and be8an a history of the alleged
Also First-Clas- s
Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons
the state mounted police force, ar-- attemPt to bribe him after he had been
rived in the capital from his home in drawn as a talesman in the trial of J.
310 San Fracisco St.
Phone Main 139
Las Vegas last evening and is at thelB' McNamara.
Screen Windows, :: Screen Doors.
I
Court Clerk on Stand.
Coronado.
SANTA FE, N. M.
SHOW CASES.
When
tnetrial
opened this morning
Colonel J. G. Albright, editor of tha
Monroe' cIerk in Judge
New Mexico State Democrat, arrived
?'
ordweI1 s court. resumed the
in the city yesterday afternoon and
stand,
SANTA FE, N. M
Wa
exara'ned at length as to the Telephone 157 W.
"e
will be present when the legislature
WOODY'S HACK
of
disposition
the
McNamara
cases.
convenes Monday.
DAY

Again Reminds You of the Superior

Quality and Large Variety of

" Soltaire " Goods.

the name

Coldwell Lawn Mower
by reputation you've always associated it with "best in the lawn
mower field. "

the

Always the Leader

,df

IN TER

For forty years you've known

1

Coldwell Lawn Mowers are built to last. Half
their lite isn't spent, in a repair shop. They're
for
use.
always ready
The Coldwell guarantee is back of everv ma
chine. A guarantee to give satisfaction!
Coldwells are modern. Highly
tempered chrome steel (not the
ordinary building steel) is used in
a Coldwell.
The bearings are all instantly
adjustable the sliding ratchets are
indestructible
and the machines
have the Coldwell terrace cutting
attachment that makes a machine
cut as smoothly on a steep terrace
as on the level.
Come in and let us show you
a Coldwell.

mag-hardl- y

GROCERY

WHOLESALED

RETAIL

Fosten-Milbur-

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

LEO HERSCH

45

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Santa

If It's Hardware, We Have It.
Phone

14

post-fre-

45

PORTLAND CEMENT

,

J. CRICHTON
Lumber and Coal Yard
R.

Screen

j

and White Cedar Fence Posts

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders

d

All

Parts

Skipping the Bad Places.

of The World

j

iKiiiSt

"i$g

MID

.,..

J.

BARNES, Agent

THE STAR BARN

Why Import Mineral Water
r

J. F. RHOADS

;

Special Furniture, Lawn
Swings and Seats,
104Galesteo Street
::

LINE

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOSJ
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Telephone II.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
the north bound train and arrives at
Kegular Meals 25 cents.
Taos at 7 p. m.
Rooms for Pent 25c ana 50c.
Short Orders at All Hours.
Ten miles shorter than any other
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00 way. Good covered hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Team,
French Noodle Order TOc a dlen,
furnished com mere al men to taks Ir
Kew York Chop Suey 60c.
the surrounding oMtna. Wlr E'.nbudc
Station

Herbert W Clark, secretary of the Indicaed a
probable attack on the val- - NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
..1...u..v..u1
mmmee, mity of Lockwood's standing as a
arrived in the city from his home in talesman in the McNamara
trial
EXPRESS LINE.
Las Vegas yesterday afternoon and j
Lockwood Didn't Know
is stopping at the Palace.
After preliminary questions by Dis- Red 161.
State Superintendent of Public In- - trict Attorney Fredericks, the witness
struction Alvan N. White will leave said that Bert Franklin had first cajl-th- e Leave Orders at Butt Bros. Drug Store
city for Albuquerque next Wednes- - td on him during the night of Novem-dar
and attend the commencement
4, 1911.
At that time, Lockwood
ercises at the University of New said he did not know that hto
Mexico.
was in the jury wheel.
Mrs. M. C. Stevenson, the celebrated
ethnologist of the American Bureau of WOULD ADD 300,000 TO
Ethnology, will arrive in Santa Fe
WYOMING'S IRRIGATED LAND.
Monday to be present at the meeting
of the Historical Society at the Mon- (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
day and Tuesday evenings at the capi-toCheyenne, Wyo., May 25. If plans
.
by Governor Carey and State Land
J. P. Smith, operator in the Postnl
Telegraph Company's office, will next
Deafness Cannot be Cured
Wednesday leave with his family for by local applications, as they cannot
Wagon Wheel Gap, Colorado, where reach the diseased portion of the eor.
he will be station agent and operator There is only one
way to cure deaffor the Denver and Rio Grande rail- ness, and that is by constitutional reroad.
medies. Deafness Is caused by an InW. H. Austin, the real estate man flamed condition of
the mucous linof El Paso, departed for his home yesing of the Eustachian Tube. When
Mr.
Austin
is
in
interested
terday.
this tube is inflamed you have a rumbMexthe settlement of the Texas-Neling sound or imperfect hearing, and
ico boundary in the lower Rio Grande when
it is entirely closed, Deafness
valley where he has extensive hold is the
result, and unless the inflama- ings.
can be taken out end thls tube
Messrs. Sparks and Garrett welilf'0n
known men of Santa Fe were in towj restored to its normal condition, hear
will be destroyed forever; nine
looking up a location. Sparks was a ing
cases out of ten are caused by Cacounty commissioner at Santa Fe and
Carrett at one time was connected tarrh, wnieh is nothing hut an In,
Thirty years' of experience in
with the telephone company manage- flamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
tailoring in seme of the largest
ment at that place. Gallup
We will give One Hundred Dollars
cities in Europe and America.
for any case of Deafness (caused by
Mrs. M. Bishop, Columbus.
Kan- catarrh) that cannot be cured
by
101 Washington Avenue.
sas, suffered from a weak back a Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cirgood many years, as a result of kid- culars, free.
F. J. CHENEY,
CO., Toledo, Ohio.
ney trouble. I began taking Foley
Phone Black
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Kidney Pills and soon after the nain
left my back and today I am fully
Take Hall's j amily Pills for const!- - Qoeds Called for and Delivered.
cure." For sale by all druggists. pation.

Phone

Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

WATER CO.

FRANK M. JONES.

UtitlXm

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

REAL ESTATE

For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
For Full Information Call,

Or. Phone No.

Or-

ed 76

.... $1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

THE ALBANY HOTEL
This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath.

To Be Completed July

1st, 1912.

II

,KEW MtXICAM PKIMTING
Local Agents for

CO.

y

JULIUS MURALTER

The Tailor

l.

Rooms With Bath,

:

j

AND NIGHT

CHAS. GANN, Prop.

:

Delivered to your house.

RIGS.

R. CREATH,

La Salle Restaurant

THE

Spanish-A-

1

OPEN

YOU CAN GET

merican

1

J.

WHEN

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water
All Kinds of Soda,
h Ball Ginger Ale
Special

WOOD WORKER

LIVERY

:

?

fy

M

II

WL

In

and Desk combined.
A

Desk Unit with few or
many Book Units as desired.
The only perfect combination
desk and bookcase ever made.

Roomy, convenient attnc- rive. We want to snow you
its advantages and possi- bilities. C; U, write or phone

IBSS

II

ijj.

itL.

JTi!jv

IfflSfflftlllEffiSlBl
liSpSl i W3!4lT.

H

If

jfwHS?ca
5J325Hnfi

tiII

irSjji

Will clean, press, repair

alter Ladies' and
Gents' Garments at

J'y

fSl5f!!!
L'3wiMsliyH

or

reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'

and Gents' Custom

Made Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits.

1

FOR SALE A lot of second hand
belting, hangers, pulleys, and shaft- EUROPEAN CAPITAL
ing; one 12 horso power end one 22
r'urnished for attractive enterprises
horse power Leffel Engine, rlrst clap
fn all substantial lines of business..
condition; one 40 horse power locoRailroads, Tractions, Water & Elecmotive type boiler capable of carrying tric
Powers, Irrigations, Timber, Mln-int-;,
75 pounds of steam, pass :J upon by
Agricultural & Industrial.
Boiler Inspector; radiators," steam
Debenture and Stock Issues
Bond,
piping and valves; a f,0 gallon gnsc-hn- e fTnderwrltten, Purchased or Sold.
tank, with other sundry Items.
Properties purchased for
Any of these Items will be sold cheap exploitation and Investment,. Europeau
if taken at once. If Interested" adFinancial Undertakings of all sorts
dress the New Merle ti Printing Con handled.

pany, SanU Fe. New Mexico
Commencement
The
Programs
New Mexican Printing Company have
received the new samples ot embossed
and engraved commencement program
covers. The line is beautifully gotten
up with the latest patterns and de
signs. Samples will be mailed upon
request to any one Interested. Make

your selections ewly.

Miscellaneous

commissions

r.nd oi

ders of all characters accepted for
ecution lnany European country.
, Correspondence
enclosing full

tails at first

ng

THE INTERNATIONAL
84-16-- 18

ex-

de.

invited.
BANKERS

ALLIANCE

Bloomsbury Street
London, England,

moved to table and the amendment
was tabled.
Barth opposed the bill
because he said that it was evidently
designed to take, matters out of the
hands of the governor. Burns said as
the bill was originally drawn, it did
name the attorney general instead of
the governor but that Barth tame ami
pleaded with the committee tor half
an hour to recognize the governor
and that the committee yielded to his
request, although the governor had no
voice in the present custodianship and
the bill therefore deprives him of no
power that he now possesses but rath- er adds to it. Ilfeld exnlained whv it
is neeeSK;.rv to nass the bill at this
tinie as the capitol is mnvd(Hi, offices
al.e not assigned and officials are ham- pered in their work,
Barth
wUether
asked
Cramp(on
Barth tnougnt he was a(lllillK t0 ,ne
rorntrtiv hv mnvins to
eliminate the governor from the
board? Barth replied that he preferred
on the
not to have the governor
board at all if he is to be overruled
by two members of the opposite parly.
The bill passed 18 to i.
Senate Substitute for House Substitute for House Bill No. 153, regarding
liens for water rent, on request of
Sulzer, went over to Monday. Senate
Bill No. 59 also went over as did Sen- Ota nill Vn
ill tuifniluo tha nrinta.l'
copies of the latter had not been
ceived from the printer,
t
Similarly Senate Substitute for
ate Bill No. 141 had to go over because
the printed copies were not yet re-ceived.
House Bill No. 90, the Hilton bill,
providing for permanent sign posts
along roads, was passed with several
Senate amendments, by a vote of 20

foot the

bill.Every county in the
state must pay its pro rata of the interest on these bonds. Barth then
w- thanked the Senate for permitting him
to talk without being called to order.
had been accused of
U
L U He said tothatthehegalleries,
No youne woman. In the joy of
which he adplaying
coming motherhood, should neglect
mitted to be true for he believes iu
to prepare her system for the physl- -'
people. He heard much of the
urn8 Down Corporation tlie
cal ordeal she is to undergo. The
square deal but when the people
health of both herself and the coming
Commission Bill in Mesdeal, it always is a square deal.
child depends' largely upon the care
Walton toasted Barth to a turn,
to
Senate
sage
she bestows upon herself during the
saying that he would not offer any
waiting months. Mother's Friend
apology to the Senate for his reprepares the expectant mother's sys- - Tlir P J! DITfl I PIICTfiniUM APT marks would be brief. With all re
I
I
I
LAN
UUIflll
UL
flu
UU J
tern for the coming event, and Its uaa
JL
spect for the eloquent and strenuous
makes her comfortable during all the
member from Bernalillo county,
it
term. It works with and for nature,
not require much of a speech to
and by gradually expanding all tis- Opposition to Baca Bond Bill does
reiuie nis cnarges. wanon tnen ci-sues, muscles and tendons, involved,
Mustered Only Two Votes
ted figures to disprove Barth's asser-conand keeping the breasts in good
Yesterday.
dition, brings the woman to the crisis
jtion that the total bonded debt mil--et,
the State would amount to five
In splendid physical condition.
The
Governor McDonald sent his first lion dollars. Every member of !io
baby, too, is more apt to be perfect and
strong where the mother has thus veto message to the Senate jester-- Senate has given this important
prepared herself for nature's supreme day afternoon. He found fault with measure much thought and the
No better advice could ba the Corporation Commission bill be- - ators believe in giving the people a
that
given, a young expectant mother than 'cause it appropriated almost $ 15,000 square deal on every measure
that she US9 Mother's Friend; it is a in a lump sum. That is the fault that comes up. There is only one propo- medicine that has proven its value was found with it in the House sition before the Senate: "Does this
in thousands of
for a while bill honestly carry into effect the pro- where it was
cases.
Mother's
ar.d finally .passed after much wire- - visions of the Enabling Act?" The
ITHFDC
Friend is sold at
Sim aaauui
pulling and considerable debate. The! bill does do this. He analyzed every
stores.
drug
which important feature of the measure.
measure
carries
$30,000,
Write for ' free
"with
caoma
email onrMifrh nnmiuirH
......
v,v ...o
book for expect
j i i umt i.lie was u.. x....,
,tu
riua uecjitreu
ant mothers which contains much the $C8,000 appropriated by Arizona prised at the opposition to the bill
less area, two thirds of the po-- ' and that a gentleman of such great
'Valuable information, and many sugpulation and less railroad mileage, mental ability as the Senator from
gestions of a helpful nature.
BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.. Atlanta.
that it is not the amount Bernalillo county possesses wojld ad- C that itisseems
found fault with, so much as nlit that when he was on the plat-th- e
FEATURELESS SESSION OF
fact that part of the appropria-- ' form durinsi the campaign he did n it
STOCK MARKET TODAY.
jtion is in a lump sum and not itemi- understand the constitution. Holt then
zed specifically.
reviewed the bill in an able address.
On the final vote, the bill passed 20
Peoples Gas Advanced One Fourth
Bond Bills Passes 20 to 2.
Point and Seaboard Airwas
Barth
still thundering against ,0 - ony Alldredge and Evars
line One.
ing I)alred
Bond
when the New Mex-- ; in? aainst ll Barth
Bill,
By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Miera-noon- .
after-iitwent
to
ican
press
yesterday
New York, May 25. News of note
New BlllsHe told how the Pima county
at the opening of today's stock marThe
circumstances1
following new bills were
bond issue made under
ket were an advance of
points in
troduced:
Fe
Santa
bond
in
to
the
issue
one
Peoples Gas and
point in Seaboard
Senate Bill No. 172, by Ilfeld, a
Air Line preferred. Issues were ex- and Grant counties, had been invali-- ;
code providing for school
tremely dull. Apart from a further rise dated by the United States Supreme complete
and school taxation, as
of 3
points in Peoples Gas, based on Court of the United States. He said revenues
rumors of an increased dividend, the men who owned those bonds went drafted by the Department of
Congress and put through a cation.
prices in the first half of the session
were almost featureless. Sears, Roe- measure validating them. He then
Senate Bill No. 173, by McCoy, an
told as near as he could learn, the act to provide for the payment of
buck was down 2
The market closed steady. The final amounts of these bonds. He quoted the indebtedness of school districts.
hour was duller than the first with no Congressman Fergusson as predictCapitol Custodian Board,
Burns called up Senate Bill No. 151,
change in general conditions except ing that the debts of Grant and Sanon
Fe counties would be saddled
as yet,
which, had not been printed
for some slight activity in issues of
'
of
minor importance.
and the state, and said that he had argued creating a custodian commission
Chesapeake
to rjrove tho fnnitnt and Vxerutive
mansion
.,. .u,.
- - to
nhir.
nuu vjauauiau jruiiui
vaults or,H
LllJ with Fpvsrnsson and sought
t.,i wcic
the platform during the campaign consist of the governor, state auditor
only railroad stocks to gain a point.
that the constitution specifically pro- - and land commissioner, giving this
P"ir U.9th.i Tnmnrpmu Tho ,1 i n vides against such a calamity, but commission the power to appoint all
that the sPiess bin does
ployes, to assign all office rooms, to
week is to start with fair weather, now he
rent office rooms when needed, etc.
,,.,
saddle those debts uuon
the
state,
f,,!,. uo
ot, uao k
m- .
nm
catuct
ujaor
uii
He denied the assertion that the bill Barth moved to strike out the auditor
f
i,
before
the Senate merely carried out and insert the attorney general Burns
perature yesterday was 76 degrees and
-:
tho nmvuinn. r.f th nnnotirnrinn
it moved to table the amendment and it
i....
The relative humidity was only 14 per exceeds the constitution by validat- was tabled. Barth moved to amend theinx nri nrnvirtino- fn- - tho novmont nf bill by substituting the attorney gencent last evening.
or the governor. Crampton
al
huge sums of interest. He maintain-- , el
not
should
ed
other
counties
that
the
MOTHER CRAY'S
bound to pay the debts of these CHICHESTER S PILLS
SWEET POWDERS be
MIAMI.
two counties, or by the fact that Mr.
l
FOR CHILDREN,
Spiess gets $S5,000 or something like
AOertainReliefforJfeverliihnesiu
II ea ilnrke, that Tho mon whn hnvo nut nn tho
onstipation,
Troubli-a- ,
5!
Stpmni'li
Teething bonds to
I
o r e r , and Destroy
their present value ought to
ll.MONI rl..NI I'll, f .r iv
Trade Mart fn 84 ho".
get a half million dollars, bat it must
Don't accept Sample maitad FRFK. A.ldress
years known as Best, Saiept, Always tteliaolv
to!
any tubstitute. A. S. OLMSTED. Le Roy. N.Y.
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CHARM

THE GAPlTrU. TAJLORS

After Operation Failed to Kelp,
Cardui Worked Like a Charm.
Jonesville, S. C. "I suffered with
womanly trouble," writes Mrs. J. S.
Kendrick, in a letter from this place,
"and at times, I could not bear to stand
on my feet. The doctor said I would
never be any better, and that I would
have to have an operation, or I would
have a cancer.
I went to the hospital, and they operated on me, but I got ao better. They
said medicines would do me no good,
and I thought I would have to die.
At last I tried Cardui, and began to
Improve, so I continued using it. Now,
I am well, and can do my own work.
I don't feel any pains.
Cardui worked like a charm."
There must be merit in this purely
vegetable, tonic remedy, for women- Cardui for it has been in successful
use for more than 50 years, for the
treatment of womanly weakness and
disease.
Please try it, for your troubles.

Passes Unanimously
JOINT RESOLUTION No.

4-11--

44

THIS IS AN ACT making
it a misdemeanor to wear
a suit of clothes that has
not been made at the
Capital Tailors.

N. B. Write tn: Ladles' Advlsorv Dept. Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga. Tenn.. for Special
bonk. "Home Treatmanl
Jnftntrtinna, and
for Womea," sent ia plain wrapper, on reauesl.

Sen-bu-
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that the Spanish
it plain
speakirg people of New Mexico are
descended
"Americans." " We are
from the Spanish people, we are
proud of it, we do not. deny our
blood, we do not object to being
to 1.
we are
House Bill No. 140, providing for the (ailed Spanish Americans but
substi-- j
to
moved
Americans!"
Burg
0.
election of sheriffs was passed 22 to
"Americans
words
residing
the
tute
On motion of Holt, a committee of
three was appointed to draft resolu-- ' in," for "Mexicans." Vargas did not
and de- - ;
tions of condolence with Lieutenant object to the amendment
Governor E. C. de Baca on account of fended his resolution, telling of the
the death of his mother and the Sen- intolerant exactions of the Pueblo Inate adjourned to 2 p. m. on Monday dians and the damage they do to the
cut of respect to her memory. The livestock interests of the white set- committee appointed is: Holt, Walton tiers. He referred to the petitions
and Abeyta.
in favor of the memorial sent by five
The House.
hundred citizens of Espanola and viThe storm that had been expected cinity.
in the House late yesterday afterClancy said he is heartily in favor
but offered an
noon did not break. After the New of the memorial
Mexican went to press, the Hilton amendment striking out the sentence
community land grant bill passed 36 "just as we were compelled to submit to other shameful conditions of
JHouse Joint Memorial No. 7, by the Enabling Act." He declared that
Vargas, asking Congress to modify iC the memorial carried this insult
federal laws regarding the
Pueblo with it, its very purpose would likely

The strongest argu
ment in favor was
that they know how
to make a suit of
clothes, and make,
every inch of it right
in the city, leave
their money here,
and therefore should
be patronized.

made

j

j

,

-

Indians was amended by M. C. de Ba be defeated. "It is not always wise
te substitute the words "Span
ish Americans," for ".Mexicans." He
(Contlnue4 on Page Seven.)
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A Most Phenomenal
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Booths,
Paddle Wheels.

Horse Races,

Keno Games.

Etc., Etc.

Menagerie,

ii

Ik's Carnival

I THE CAPITAL TAILORS

SUIT SALE
StartingToday and Last

films on)

ing One Week Only

new

BEST

THE

This sale will prove to be the greatest money-savinevent ever put before the buying public
of Santa Fe.
We are cleaning up our immense stock of
suits, original costs have not been considered,
and THE REDUCTION KNIFE has been put in
deep. Printer's ink can not adequately describe
the merit of this offering, so convince yourself
by calling at our store. Come early while the
assortment is at its best.
vr

ARE

SHOES

WAYS FOUND

AL

HERE.

0

UR

SALE PRICE,

fords display
is the pride of

Button Style or Lace
finish leathBright Black and dull
ers. Beautiful New Tans. Then
Oxfords

$9.95

Armory, May 29, 30,

June

1,

31

and

1912.

OF OUR

FOOTWEAR

1

Big Sale on Children's Dresses

I

Dancing

Free

Every Evening

!

2

to

14

IS CLASSY

and

in
Satins in Black and White, and
many handsome colorings. Pumps
in dainty, new models.

OXFORDS AT

With Several Additional Shipments will Greatly
Augment the Various Lines.

These Dresses Come in Sizes

Admission

THAT

DIFFERENT.

WAIST SALE

00

No

0

Lot 1, $ .50 Values, Special 25c.
Lot 2, 1.00 Values, Special 79c.
Lot 3, 1.50 Values, Special 99c.

n

in

there are Suedes, Velvets

AND

SECOND WEEK

Ox- -

Such a
our store.
showing of LOW CUT
FOOTWEAR is not
often met with. The
beauty of outline, the
graceful STYLES, the
fine leathers and the
expert workmanship
are apparent in every
model shown.

Values, $17 50 to $27.50,

and fair

Women's

n

so

(N00

Slipping

About

OXFORDS

Years.

yr-

-

Every Shoe is a Gem, and Our Expert Fitting
Service is at Your Command.
Notice Our
Windows

imiiiTr n pt
tut
FlL VVfll L liUUGL
1

1

CATRON BLOCK.

Notice'Our
Windows

Where

I

Quality
Meets
Price

fcfai ffflueger

See
Ou
Windov
Display
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The Switzerland of America.

CAN' PR I NTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
Oldest Daily in the Southwest and Only Daily at State Capital.
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW.
Ues Specialty of Mining, Political and Industrial News. Goes to Every
Post Office of State. $2.00 a Year.
EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
Larger Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper in United States. $2.50
a Year.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
Editor and President.
CHAS. M. STAUFFER
Vice President and General Manager.
JOHN K. STAUFFER
Secretary-TreasureI

FIRST

Jrt05C?'iM

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.
Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. ; Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for .its customers. Buys and sells
domestic arid foreign ' exchange andj makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. .The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consist- -'
ent with sound banking.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce?
Daily, six months, by mail
WeekiY sfx nnn,.,..

Ueekly
Weekly,

$3.50

1M

-

r

200
50

per quarter

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

;:

Valley R?nch Activities.

will reach Valley Ranch Sunday to enthe fishing for a couple of weeks. be
joy
'
pleased to have another opportunValley1' Ranch,' May 24, 1912
Dr.
The river has gone down considerHe
Colton and his wife of Pennsylvania ably and the fishing is fair at present. ity of listening to his sermons.
is an 'interesting, able and .scholarly
'
"
speaker.
past a synonym for achievement, they
CRUCIAL POINT IN
need but point to the red lights and
DARROW TRIAL REACHED.
no further explanation is necessary.
Unless you are willing to have your
Defense Objects to Lockwood's Testidaughter become a habitue of the red
mony and Court Adjourns
OFFICERS..
light, or your son contract unsDeak- WEATHER FORECAST.
Until Monday.
able disease, or worse yet, wish to
R. J. PALEN, President
J. B READ, Cashier.
Denver, Colo., May 25. New
brand him with the iron that sears
L.
F. McKANE, Assistant Cashier.
Mexico:
HUGHES,
warmer
incased
to
(By
New
wire
fair,
special
Tonight
Mexican)
soul as well as body, then it is up to
Los Angeles, Calif., May 25 Lock-wooin northwest portion, Sunday
you to fight this particular vice with
was on the stand only a half
generally fair.
every mean at your command.
hour when adjournment was taken unON
til Monday afternoon at 1:30 o'clock.
THE PLEASURES OF CAMPING.
Fresh salted almonds. Butt Bros. Co. At that time, Judge Hutton will rule
Possibly the most certain sign that
on the objection of the defense to the
Let's go to the Ten Cent Store.
a man or woman is growing o'd is
Handled Pocket Knives make introduction of evidence concerning
Pearl
when they cease to look forward
nice graduation presents at GOKBELS. other alleged offenses by Darrow while
with pleasurable anticipation to a
A Good Show at the Elks' .tonight. chief counsel for the McNamara broth
camping trip into the mountains and It's a laugh.
ers.
the forest; when they magnify the in
Crucial Point in Trial.
a Cold Cream which imparts a j.
Use
conveniences and lack of comforts so
This will mark a crucial point in thto
Rose
Use
softness
Zook's
skin.
the
as to overshadow the joy of being
trial. A ruling against the admissibil-- I
near to nature and roughing it. Every Cold Cream.
Woman's
Board of
Trade The ity of the evidence in question would
healthy, normally developed individ- Woman's Board of Trade will meet oe an important victory for the deual enjoys camping until the days
fense.
on Monday afternoon.
when old age has irrevocably palsied
Lockwood testified he called upon
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
WANTED Experienced seamstress
limbs and mind. One of the youngthe latter's
store. Franklin on November
or
at
Salmon's
Call
apprentice.
est individuals the New Mexican has
office at which time the said Franklin
Only Six More Days If the taxes
known in Santa Fe, was a man, who
are not paid by the first of the month told him he would like to see him on
-although 70 years old, each year in an additional six per cent will be add- the McNamara jury and told him that
the roughest season, thoroughly enthere
would
be
in
$2,000
for
him.
it
ed as a penalty.
joyed for two weeks a strenuous
Negotiations in Franklin's Office.
All Boxes of tne Santa Fe Electric
"He told me," said Lockwood, "that
to
the
of
Mount Laundry brought into the office will
camping trip
heights
both of us had gone along in life withBaldy.
be redeemed at 10c doz.
out using our heads and we ought to
:
:
unGENERAL AGENTS.
Dance
is
The
dance
SANTA FE, N. M.
June
June
Camping
becoming more and
more a feature of life with those der the auspices of the Woman's acquire. sufficient money for our wants
in old age."
who for most of the time are confined Board of Trade will be given on
Defense Objects to Testimony.
between city walls. And New Mexico Thursday evening, June 6.
The defense asked that the testiin a thousand
Warm Weather is coming. Cooking
to
places offers
mony be stricken out on the ground
campers rare attractions. On horse- by electricity is cheaper than coal. that the
defendant was not present,
back or in wagon, many reach places Sparks can prove it See him.
and could not be held for Franklin's
of seclusion where they may enjoy a
The great sale at the White House acts. At
this point Lockwood interweek or a longer period, as circum- on next week ,will save you money.
AND
rupted with the statement that he
stances and mood determine. Even See the advertisement on page three. had foreseen some of
the
conversation
the man with a motor may climb the
A CRASH in Tailored Garments $25 with Franklin.
steeps and find his vacation pleasures to $45 values, from $15 up this month.
One Juror "Fixed."
in a higher altitude, although he, too, For particulars call at the W. H. Goe-be- l
"He said he already had one
Now Under the Same Managemen
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
juror
Co.
may go where he pleases and vary
there who was 'fixed', " declared Lock-wooMint patties, all colors and flavors,
his leisure by visits to
different
"and that I knew the juror bet- The
only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
nd the man or the family Butt Bros. Co.
p'aces.
ter than I knew him."
'
with none of these vehicular means is
Chief Counsel Earl Rogers again oben suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
Budweiser, Fallstaff and Neef Bros.
in these days independent of them, bottle beer for saie by Henry iCrick. jected and
Judge Hutton asked both
for right here in the Santa Fe Canon 'Phone Red 35.
sides to present their authorities, and Large Sample Rooms.
THOS. DORAN,
are camping places of incomparable
Two Shows with a good program at declared an adjournment until Monday
afternoon.
the Elks' Sunday night. See it.
beauty and grandeur.
To quote John Muir:
Story Hour The story hour at the
"Wander a whole summer, if you Public Library" will be discontinued NEW JERSEY IS ABSORBED
I
can. Thousands of God's wild bless- for the present but wiU be resumed
IN POLITICS TODAY.
ings will search you and soak you as with new and attractive features aftYou have some one dependent on you, haven't you ? Protect
if you were a sponge and the big days er the summer vacation.
Business is Neglected and Everybody
will go by uncounted. If you are busithem by insuring and making them your beneficiary.
Turns Out to Hear Presidential
Fire
Big Fire at Old Albuquerque
ALSO PROTECT k'OURSELF! Insure
axainst the t ime that old Due is apt to overness tangled and so burdened by duty
Candidates.
this morning destroyed the barns and
take you. A
Policy will muke you independent at the time, that oththat only weeks can be got out of the corrals and
would be dependent. Let us explain this policy to you.
erwise,
you
of
store
the
general
part
heavy-ladeyear, give a month at ot M. R. Springer at Old Albuquer- (By Special Leasea Wire to New Mexican)
GENERAL AGENTS
SANTA FE, N. M.
HALL & HALL
least. The time will not be taken
Newark, N. J., May 25. The whole
que.
from your sum of life. Instead of
state of New
today is one big
School Gardening Under the direc- political forum.Jersey
shortening it will indefinitely lengthen
Two days campaignit and make you truly immortal. Never- tion of Dr. J. H. Sloan and Rev. B. Z. ing for primary votes have
put a keen
more will time seem short or long and McColIough, the first squad of school edge on the expectation with which
the
foreto
was
work
this
put
cares will never again fall heavily on gardeners,
commonwealth awaits the result of
prepared just the voting next Tuesday.
you, but gently and kindly as gifts noon on the grounds
a
north of the Bergere residence.
from heaven."
Covered State Thoroughly.
Miss Ashton will open a summer
Every day the candidates have atschool in the high school building on tacked their
&
THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
25c
work with fresh vigor and
9
m.
will
a.
There
Monday, May 27th,
by primary day there will be scarcely
Although the public school com- be
reasFurnished
&
in
all
Tuition
rooms
for
Hot
classes
Cold Baths.
Electric Lights
grades.
connection.;
a hamlet, however remote, that has
mencement exercises have come a
not heard one of the aspirants for the 222 San
month earlier than they should and onable, payable In aGvance.
Francisco Street
G. Ll'PE HERRERA, Prep.
::
::
Historical
Meetings The Republican
Society
after a short school year interrupted
presidential nomination.
more frequently and curtailed to a public meeting of the New Mexico
All Absorbing Politics.
Historical Society on Monday and
greater extent than is wise, yet, there
Today Theodore Roosevelt and Presis every evidence of Santa Fe's public Tuesday evenings in the Hall of Rep- ident Taft had speaking programs thai
schools progressing steadily, of achiev- resentatives will be of unusual inter- would occupy their time close to midest. The public is invited to attend.
and Senator LaFolIette planned
ing greater results and reaching highBrick ice cream. All flavors and night,
er ideals than ever before. The gradto make several speeches in the vicinCo.
colors.
Bros.
Butt
ity of this city. The candidates' were
uating class of the high school last
Cease Your Search for delightful favored
ideal weather. The interevening consisted of young men and
and est in by
young women whose very appearance candies. Go straight to Zook's
the struggle has increased, and
be
Fresh
today.
you'll
glad.
indicated that they enter upon life
today seemed like a holiday all over
Two Games Tomorrow There will the
much better equipped than did their
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
,
state, business being neglected
morto
while crowds assembled at the railpredecessors at the same age. Every be two good baseball games
SAME
THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
one who attended, could not but help row afternon on the St. Michael's road stations or public halls and
YOUR
the
BUSINESS,
to feel proud of Santa Fe's public athletic grounds.
big
Preceding
REJMjMBER A RUBBER STAMP
squares where the candidates' trains
game the second or automobiles passed.
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
schools, their supervision, their teach- Las
BUSY
ers and their government. Some not- city team will play the Company E
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
able advances as the installation of a nine.
WOMAN LOSES CONTROL OF
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
manual training and domestic science
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent
ESTATE BY
AND TIME IS MONEY JTHESE DAYS.
havRooms
of
and
more
furnished
elegantly
practical scholardepartment,
ship, have come only lately, although ing ail modern conveniences, includBy Special leased Wire tj New Mexican)
the public is not as fully informed as ing electric light, steam heat and
Bourne, Mass., May 23. Mrs. James
to these matters as it is in other com- baths, in the First National
Bank A. Garland by her marriage to Francis
munities where the boards of educa- building. Apply to F. M. Jones.
Cushing Green, of NewYork, on the
One-lition issue year books to acquaint the
.
Three comic pictures and good ones Garland farm here today is said to
Stamp, not over 2 -2 Inches long
15c
the
people with
system, the plans, the at the Elks' tonight. Don't miss them. lose control of the income of a $10,000
Each additional line on stamp
0c
Do your trading at the
White" estate which under the terms of her
aims, the details of the public school
One-liand not over 3 -2 inches long. . 20c
Stamp, over 2
work, where even the high schools House. The store that is clean and first husband's will goes to her five
Each additions! line on stamp
.
have monthly publications and an an- pleasant.
The store that carries the children, four sons and a daughter.
One-linual which bring home facts that oth- lines that are just a little different.
The will of Garland reads: "Upon the
and not over 5 Inches long.. .. 25c
stamp, over 3
erwise are never disclosed to fathers
Juan Olivarez Arrested Juan Oliv-are- death or
of my wife, the
Each additional line on same stamp
20c
and mothers. With a ten months'
who stabbed to death Dorotec trust residue is to go to the children
One-liover
5
. v
inches
inch
Stamp,
school year, with more attention to Torres in Barranca
16c
long
per
or
their
issue.''
Canon
near
Each additional line, same price. (Curved lines
physical culture, with a new school Mountainair was arrested near Clo-vi- s
Mrs. Green was the youngest daughthouse in the fourth ward, with the
on Stamp count as two tines).
by Sheriff Moye of Curry county. er of Frederick Tudor of Boston and
Mothers' Club as active next year as
0:ivarez has a broken arm and married Garland twice. Disagreeing
Borders of all shapes, under 3 laches long.
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anti-trus-

1

aud-ienct-

favor general universal arbitration. I
acknowledge and admit the power of
the Senate, and I believe it to be a
great part of the snncture of our
government, and I would not have it
eliminated for anything. I recognize
the authority of the Senate aud have
no quarrel with the exercise of that
authority, but the ultimate source ot

j

j

all authority in this government
is
the people. It is the people who, by
ut'livr.te judgment, can effect a re- form which commends itself to their
hearts and their souls and their
minds, and it is upon them that I
depend, in this matter.
"We have treaties pending also
with Nicaragua and Honduras
to
carry out the policy o the treatj
with Santo Domingo and they ought
to be ratified.
"There are other aims of govern-- :
e
ments to which reference iiiight
made, such as the movement looking
to greater economy and efficiency in
government work and expenditures;
penny postage through postal economies; extension of practical conser
vation acts; parcels post; revision of
currency laws and prevention of panics; scientific study of industrial conditions and international investigation of the high cost of living. But
there is one subject to which I
would refer In conclusion.
"Should the Republican party take
as one of its
up the judicial recall
tenets, it would lose caste as a der
fender of our civilization, a
of the constitution, and an up
holder of justice. When we depart
from the principles of the independence of the judiciary we shall lose
the valuable essence of the administration of justice and we shall retrograde to the point where the history
of the decadence of republics begins.
I am not unmindful of the necessity
but that defor judicial reforms,
pends not on changing tlie character
oi the judges, but upon the change
of procedure, the expedition of judgments, and the reduction of the expense of litigation."
main-taine-

ONE OTHER DUTY.

There is one other duty that the
legislative assembly should meet honThat is
estly and without evasion.
the eradication of the red light evil.
There is no difference of opinion
among decent men and women that
the vice to which it caters is wrong,
that it is sapping the strength of thousands of men and damning to a life of
shame and a horrible death hundreds
of girls right here in New Mexico, that
i! is invading homes of culture with
disease so filthy and horrible as to forbid its description
in the public
prints, and that it is placing its mark
of degeneration upon unborn babes.
The only difference of opinion is between those who claim it can not be
eradicated as long as human beings
are human, and those, who declare
that it can be wiped out and that unless it is wiped out, a few more generations will have destroyed family
life, will have diseased the nation so
as to make it inferior in civilization,
culture and stamina to nations that
are virtuous.
Leslie's Weekly is known to be conservative, not a sensation monger or
alarmist, but it says:
"Excellent citizens, after hearing the
horrible revelations connected with
the traffic in girls, demanded the abolition of the traffic and were content,
to stop there; hut in the last six years
a public conscience has been awakening against vice as never before in the
annals of history.
"At first this traffic in girls was considered a fanciful fabrication, ingeniously invented by reformers to arouse
Then professional
public sympathy.
men who had come in contact with it
declared white slavery to be a fact,
and they were ridiculed. At last, however, revelations so startling and convincing were brought forth that the
public was stirred to its very depths.
Then it was that vice commissions
were demanded; then it was that capitalists, merchants, men and women of
the professions, educators and philan
thropists sat in council to determine
a course of action. When
the vice
commission of Chicago Was making its
survey of vice conditions, it was well
of its
known that more than one-hamembers regarded some form of segregation as the final solution. Yet, after
the painstaking study was completed
with unanimous accord they demand
ed, 'Constant and persistent repression
of prostitution the immediate method.
absolute annihilation the ultimate
ideal.'
"With the report of the vice commission of Chicago and other cities before
them, the sponsors for this new continent-wide
organization could take no
other stand regarding a plan of action.
Thus, the purpose of the American
Vigilance Association is 'to suppress
and prevent commercialized vice and
to promote the highest standard of
public and private morals.' "
Every one knows, and local physicians declare, that in cities like Santa
Fe, and Albuquerque, an almost unbelievable per cent of young peonle have
fallen victims to diseases that handicap them for life, that make impossible Buccesa and real happiness. If any
one asks why go many young men and
young women seem to lack the vitali
ty, the initiative, the aggressiveness
that made American character in the
lf

ng

money-transmitti-

;

The new Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to
every postofflce in the State, and has a large and growing circulation
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest

REPUBLICANS MUST STAND OR
FALL WITH TAFT.
There is no getting away from thu
fact that the Republican party must
stand or fall with Tuft's record as
President. It cannot go before the
people with any hope of success, saying: "It is true we have failed the
past four years; it is true we elevated to the Presidency a man warmly
recommended by former President
Roosevelt and who was Roosevelt's
chief adviser with the hope he would
make good, but he has failed and
therefore you should give us another
trial, we may do better the next four
years by electing Rooseveit himself."
Such a position would be untenable,
would invite defeat. Fortunately, the
record of the Taft administration will
stand close scrutiny; it can be Justified from every angle of popular
f
fare.
''What I am trying to do" an article by President Taft appears in
the current issue of the World's
Work and deals with tariff revision,
business prosperity, arbitration and
independence of the judiciary. The
President asserts that he is willing
to go before the people for a verdict
on his veto of the three tariff bills
passed by the House in extraordinary
session last year; that no charge yet
made against him has gone nearer to
his heart than that he, by enforcing
t
the
law. was hurting business; that he intends, so long as he
can raise his voice, to ontinue to
general arbitration and that
the Republican party would lose caste
as a defender of American civilization should it take up the judicial recall as one of its tenets.
In part, the President's article follows:
"I was elected President of the
United States on the Republican
platform of 1900. The liarty, de
clared in that platfcnm that 'In till
tariff legislation the true principle of
protection is best maintained by the
imposition of such duties as will
equal the difference between cost of
production at home and abroad." The
party went before the people on that
issue and was sustained..
"Our Democratic brethren have de
parted from the faith on a tariff
board which a majority of them once
embraced, and, in the extraordinary
session of last year, they passed
three tariff bills without the aid of
information
from a tariff board,
drawn in such an unscientific, unsystematic, and reckless way that I did
not hesitate to veto them, in order
that they might await the coming in
of the report by the Tariff Board
upon schedule K, wool and woolens,
which one tariff bill affected, and upon cotton and cotton manufactures,
which another tariff bill affected. We
should be entirely wil'ing to go before the country and invite a verdict
of the people.
"Xo charge that has been made
against me went nearer to my heart
than the charge that I, by the enforwas
cement of the anti-trulaw,
injuring the business of the country.
I enforced it so far as lay in my power
and duty because it is on tha statute
book. I enforced it because I believe
i to be a good law, and I believe it
when properly construed to make a
right guide for business. I believe
that by the construction of the
courts of the laws that are on the
statute books, and by decisions that
are yet to come, the line may clearly
be drawn so that business may
square itself to those boundaries
which the law fixes.
"I should deprecate the suggestion
of any
reform that involves
constitutional changes, without our
knowing exactly that we are going to
do and what the effect of these
would dechanges will be. What
precate is the sudden suggestion of
amendments for this end, and amendments for that and having amendments for breakfast the next morning as if the amendments of the fun
damental law were nothing but the
repeal of an ordinary statute or the
passage of an ordinary appropriation bill.
"There is another subject which
is a rather tender one with me. I
s
am convinced that most of the
I had the privilege of addressing within the last year were in
favor of passing and ratifying the
peace treaties just as they were presented to Congress.
"I give notice that I have not lost
interest in that point and I have no
thought of surrendering, because I
intend, so far as I can and so long as
I may raise my voice, to continue to
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Miiuerque Sunday morning. Mr. and the balance of this month
Mrs. Barth rented the Morley house
Here's
the Freshman, verdant and on the Garita during the legislative
session and have extended their hospi- - MRS. W. L1NDHARDT,
green,
Here's to the Sophomore, naughty, tality to Santa Fe ieople in many
125 Palace Ave.
Here's to the Junior, fair youthful caarniing ways during their two
months' stay in town. Mrs. Barth Is
queen,
And here's to the Senior, so haughty. M1'y popular in Santa Fe and we hope
she will attend the session next ear. class-plaToast with your glasres,
certainly was a succ ess
'
and much credit is due to Mrs.
Drink to the lasses,
who trained the players so faithfulWe'll warrant each proves a delight Oance in Honor of a "Sweet Girl
j
Graduate."
ly, as well as to the members of th..!
to her classes.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Bergere enter- - east who took their parts so well.
Adjutant General A. S. Brookes will tained at a charming little dance last; "The Kingdom of Heart's Content'' is
he home tomorrow from California.
night in honor of their daughter May, a college play written by a Denver
who has just graduated from the High University girl and was particularly
Miss Anita Eergere will leave soon School. A doo'.i or more couples of well suited to the High School acfor a month's visit with friends in Miss Bergere's young friends assem- - tors. It. was light comedy and full
hl'd at the Bergere home after the of humorous situations, some of
?)enver.
graduating exercises to congratulate which were more enjoyed by the
A. Staab leaves today for Excelsior ner anu iook ai uie uipioma mm uie audience than
by the youthful players.
Springs, Mo., where he will meet his piesfius. l lie lai&e iuuiiis immeu
The class Of
is to be congmt son. Dr. Edward Staab of New York. testive with the many bowls ot roses lated upon their success for the play
.
that had been sent the lending lady in went well from the opening scene to
In consequence of illness, much to the senior play. The warm evening at- the time Hie curtain was
dropped
her regret Mrs. Prince cannot receive tracted many couples to the porch and and the audience saw the
hungry
summer
seemed that summer and
her friends on Monday afternoon as
cast devouring cake after these acts
dances had really come.
she had hojed to do.
were over.
A
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tion exercises and presentation of di- jinents. The Eighth Grade Glee Club
plomas at the High School Auditorium gt:ve another song entitled "Wiegeu-- :
l ist
night. Every available chair in Hi d." The voices showed that they
tne house was occupied and the pro- h.id been well trained and fully merit-- .
gram was worthy of the large, crowd ed tiie hearty applause that greeted
in tit tendance.
jtliein, Tiie class address was given
The stage of the auditorium
had by J. Wight Giddings, at one time
of
of the state
been banked with greens and Mowers 'lieutenant-governo- r
and formed a good hack ground for Michigan. Mr. Gido'ing's talk was inthe "Sweet Girl Graduates" and the teresting and witty as well as instruc-- ;
senior boys, who were seated upon five and was greatly appreciated by
the stage to receive their diplomas. both the audience and the graduating
The girls carried great bunches of class. .lose I). Sena, president of the
pink roses, the class flowers, and city board of education, presented the
looked their prettiest in their simple eleven diplomas to the class and spoke
white gowns. The boys, of, course, a few words congratulating the gradlooked their best, too, and each wore uates" itpon their good work in the.
a pink rose bud, upon the lapel of his schools. The Girls of the High School
Glee Club finished up the program
coat.
The first selection on the program very creditably with the beautiful
was a song by the Eighth Grade Glee "Swing Song."
Club "O Pretty
Daisy." 1912 that's the date,
The song had a very pleasing melody That's the time we graduate.
and was well rendered.
Superintend- So cheer our class with a Sis! Boom!
ent J. A. Wood made a few announceBah!
ments and told of the progress that! Seniors, Seniors, Rah! Rah! Rah!
had been made
in
the Domestic
Science and Manual Training depart- (Continued on Page 8.)
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Sweet Girl Graduates.
The present senior class has eleven
members, eight of whom are "Sweet
Gir-Graduates."
But the three boys
be relied upon to more than
hold their own in class meeting. The
president of the class is Edna Lutz;
Charlotte Wientge is
Hazel Sparks, secretary; Morton Seligmnn, treasurer. The class colors
are old rose and black, and the class
flower is the pink rose.
Who the Seniors Are.
The class historian has given the
following biography of the members
of the class:
May Bergere Born in Los Lunas,
N. M., July LI, 189:!. Joined the present senior class in the junior year. She
is famed as having kissed the Blarney
Stone. Her favorite expression
is
"For Garden Seed." As to next year,
ask her.
Claribel Ben Hur Fischer Born in
the Ben Hur room in the Palace of the
Governors, June 13, 189o. She joined
the class last September having mad'
up ner junior points flaring the summer. She was awarded the second
place in the city oratorical contest,
last October. She has a fine ear for
music, and expects to perfect herself
along musical lines. Next year Claribel will enter Colorado College.
Eugene
Harvey More
generally
known as "Hoody." He was president
of the class during the freshmen and
sophomore years, took the leading!
"heavy" role In the senior play, which
may be the excuse for the following
verse:
His hair is red
Upon his head
His face with freckles covered,
But despite his face,
In close embrace,
His lady love is smothered.
Heinie
Henry Kaune Otherwise
Born in Santa Fe, 1S9S. He says that
when he takes off his hat, everyone;
looks at his hair just because it's curly.'.
He took the part of the young Boston-ian in the play. "He will stand with-out hitching."
Edna Lutz Sometimes called "Pat."
Born in Santa Fe, August 28, 1893. She
"
four years and has played her part in(
politics, being president in the junior!
this year. The!
year and
class has 1' irned that her frown is
way of smiling. (The
just
'Me for Matri- nif i
is
Santa Fe Boy Honor Graduate.
mo y."
K. Olaf Windsor of Santa Fe, gradLola Michaelson Born December 24,
uated from the Agricultural College lS9.r), Xewton, Iowa. She has one of
WindA.
yesterday. He is the son of
the best voices in the class and exsor, the local contractor. Windsor pects to continue her study of music.
was selected by his class to give the "I'll tell you
what, girlie, I haven't
Southeast of Plaza.
speech on behalf of the graduating seen any very nice men around here.''
class at commencement.
He took part
Hazel Sanford Spoken of as "Opal"
this year in oratory and debate, and 01 "Billie". A case. She made up
was a member of the college team points last summer and entered the
KAUNE
CO. which
H.
defeated the University of New senior class last fall.
Mexico team In Albuquerque on the "Free from worry, and free from care,
bubject of "Woman Suffrage." On ac- She will have fun almost anywhere."
count of his excellence in these forms
Morton Seligman Born July 1,
of public speaking, he was awarded 1895, Santa Fe. He was the class
the alumni prize given each year by treasurer and took a leading part in
the graduates of the college. He has the senior play. The most important
USE
taken the work of the mechanical en- event in his life is yet to come. You
gineering course mainly; but has en- may hear him say "Carbolic Catoot"
gaged in a number of the college activ- 'most anytime.
ities, and is one of the best all round
Hazel Sparks Is the shorty of the;
men that the institution has ever class, but makes up in energy for ai
AND YOUR BREAD TROUBLES
turned out. His oration will be pub- small deficiency in inches. She won:
ARE 0VFR.
lished next week.
the city and state oratorical contest.!
With a decided talent along musical
Flour quality varies acA Busy Graduation Week.
lines, she will go east next year to
cording to wheat quality.
room continue her work in music and art.!
class
are
"Exams"
over,
Poor wheat mean? poor
work is done, senior orations were "Like angel's visits, short and bright.''!
flour, poor flour means
Isabel Walker Born in Santa Fe,
"orated" long ago, grades are in, pasto
poor bread. The gluten
May 28, 1895, and has continued
school
and
the
year
too,
sing grades
ever since until she now holds
in hard wheat is the elegrow
a
been
has
This
is finished.
busy the medal as
ment that makes the
being the tallest girl in
for
week for every rfne concerned
High School. She is thinking of anbread raise. Hard wheat
even the wee tots in the kindergarten swering Mellins Food advertisements
is rich in gluten that's
were dressed in their little white since her one desire is to gain in
why it's hard. The more
frocks Thursday and went through weight. She is known for her scholar-- j
gluten the wheat contheir marches and songs.
ship.
tains the less flour you
School commenceCharlotte Wientge Also known as
The Grammar
have to use that's why
ment took place in the High School ."Charlie." Born In Santa Fe, Novem-be- r
the use of BOSS PATENT
16, 1893. She was the vice presi-- ;
Auditorium
Wednesday night. The
FLOUR means real econprogram was a credit to the grad- dent of the senior class. The student
of the class, but she says, "Oh, I do
uates of the Eighth grade.
omy, better results and
wish I'd been born with brains inbetter treatment of your
Cramming for "Exams."
stead
of good looking."
::
::
organs.
The Freshmen and Sophomores
digestive
But the most important event of
have been cramming
for "exams."
Fresh Oysters, Fish, Poultry, Have, you noticed them lugging home commencement week wrere the gradua- great armsful of books, that are to
be put in some dark closet and forGrapes, Oranges,
The
gotten during the summer?
C.
Juniors had their essays last Thursand
are
day morning
very dignified
DAILY. now that they can claim to be seVEGETABLES
FRESH
Egg
niors.
Those Important Seniors.
But the Seniors themselves have of
course been the busiest and most
KAUNE
CO,
of all. With two rehear- sals a day all this week,, the class

Dance at the McFie Residence.
Mrs. Solomon Spitz and Miss Flor- e:ice Spitz returned to Santa Fe last1 Miss Mary McFie will give a dance
nisrht after a two months' visit in New tonight at the McFie home in honor of
her house guests from Albuquerque.
York and other eastern cities.
They are Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth I. Bal- and
Mrs. Clara Mayes, mother of John dririge, Miss Lillian Hesselden
.V. Mayes, of this city, arrived last Oscar Blueher. who drove up from Al- night and will be with Mr. nnd Mrs. buquerque this morning in Mr. Blue- guests
Mayes at their home during the sum- - hers car. Thirty or forty
have been invited to meet these Albu- iner,
at.erque friends ana no douut win en- The Elks' Carnival, beginning Wed- - joy a great good time, as is always
iiesiiay, will be given in the Armory the case at the McFie home. Miss
and from the attractions that are ad- - McFie and Miss Amelia McFie will
in
it will surely prove a good turn with their guests tomorrow
Mr. Blueher's machine
and will be
.
tin.e for every one.
v ith Miss Hesselden during the Fni- The lecture upon the Primitive Na- - versity commencement week in Albu-vr.jwhich Mrs. Gerald Cassidy was qnerque.
"
to have given Tuesday evening has
been postponed until Friday evening!
a Bridge Party,
on account of R. E. Twitchell's lecture
Mrg william (; Sargent entertained
before the Historical
Society which inforniailv in the parlors of the Sani-wibe given Tuesday evening.
tarium Tuesday afternoon.
Bridge
was the game of the afternoon, Mrs.
C.
McDonald
W.
Governor and Mrs.
James L. Seligman winning the prize.
left last evening for Raton and will re- Apple blossoms and lilacs were used
turn the early part of the week. They as tne decorations in tne auracuve
will be the guest of the city Saturday-nigh- t rooms. Those present were Mrs. W.
when Governor McDonald will C. McDonald, Mrs. John M. Bowman.
make a speech in the Airdome and will Mrs. Frederick F. Doepp, Mrs. Gregafterward attend, a citizens' banquet ory Page, Mrs. Edward R. Wright, Mrs.
at the Seaberg hotel.
Frank Xuding, Mrs. X. B. Laughlin,
.
Mis. A. J. Fischer, Mrs. Lorin C. ColMrs. Joseph Hersch will leave next lins, Mrs. R. .T. Palen, Mrs. H. D.
week for Washington, D. C. She is in Moulton, Mrs. James L. Seligman,
possession of valuable Spanish docu- Mrs. S. G. Small, Mrs. J. V. Lavert,
ments dating hack three hundred years Mrs. E. C. Abbott, Mrs. S. G.
for
and which lay the foundation
Mrs. Goutchey, Mrs. L. B.
claims to valuable lands. These she Prince. Mrs. S. G. Morley, Mrs. W. H.
will present to the proper authorities. Hahn of
Aitm(1uerque, Mrs. Kate Hall
land the Misses .Massie.
vis-i
Among the charming legislative
itors who arrived this week are Mrs.j
Mothers' Club.
.A S. Goodell and daughter Mary Jane
Mrs. Goodell was a! The chairman of the civic committee
of Silver City.
met this morning
of Santa Fe some fifteen years of the Mouitrs' Club
and allotted tne flower beds to twenty
ago and is much pleased with the
in the school gardens. The flowchanges that time has wrought. Mrs. girlsbeds are situated around the
High
Goodell and daughter will remain a er
President Jose D.
week to watch the legislative doings. School building.
Sena of the board of education, has
a m a
a prize of $5 for the best fiow- Mrs. Isaac Barth and her guest, offered
er
AlW- i- W V Walton
will return to
game"' The Men's Civic Committee met with Dr. J. H. Sloan and Rev
B. Z. McCollough this morning to arranee for the boys school gardens.
NERYBARGA1NS i ney aid not entirely tinisn tne ar rangements and want to meet the boys
again Monday morning at eight o'clock
at the lot to the north of A. M. Bergere's residence.
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Ugr'S 15.00

A Rug That Will Outwear Any $25.00 Rug You Can Get,

We also have some Fine New Patterns of
AXMINSTERS and VELVETS.

ALL THIS WEEK.

JULIUS H. GERDES.
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O. Box, 219.

Phone 36.
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Glorieta Battle Field
I CAD

160 ACRE PATENTED RANCH
in center of Old Glorieta Battle
Field. About 30 acres under
I cultivation. Young orchard of best varieties,
House, Stable,
g Growing timber on property.
$ Cattle Houses, Chickens. Must be sold at once.
Low price to cash purchaser.

t ryK.jALCE

i

C

A I

INSURANCE, SURETY

REAL

BONDS,

ESTATE.

119 San Francisco St.

Phone, Red 189..

Why Wait?

1

1

NEW MEXICO.
!

CUSTOM MADE SHOES
TndJ!

nj
vmm
m

m

1

a

m

m

;

Just

Received, a New Line of

GRIFFITH'S
Low & High Top Shoes

I

You Are
Cordially Invited to
Call and

Inspect Them.

204 W. Palace Ave.

COIRICa'S

'

HACK LINE1

"

Buggies and Saddle Horses.
THEODORE CORRICK,

:::

rngno

bick

v.

FIRE

Prop'r

CO.

INSURANCE

S.

Buff Orpingtons

g
7

?

11

$1.50,

8

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

'Lf1!
,

3 Eggs

CHAS. A. WHEELON,

t,

has been a very eventful week. The

PtlOlie Red 204.
i

315

Palace

Ave

FIRE

INSURANCE

" Insuring Today Avoids

gretting

To-morro-

Re-

w."

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

LIABILITY

HEALTH

ACCIDENT

Narcissus, Daffodils m Tulips

j

Grape Fruit, Apples.

HACK SERVICE I

For Hire at Popular Prices

FURNITURE

R

"""s"""'

for Hatching.

FIRST-CLAS- S

AKERS-WAGNE-

Many Fine Varieties

PI ANTS

50c and 75c per doz.

Pansv' Shasta Daisy, Hollyhocks,
themums, and other hardy perennials.

JAMES

C. McCONVERY,
4I5 Palace Avenue.

Phone. Black 204.

l Chafing Dishes,
Tea Kettles.

Percolators,

Steak Planks,

Round and Oval Trays,

-

'

B.TONNIES,

THE

j

Boss Patent Flour

Dispensing Optician,

I i J
1 1 u

CO.

Window Curtains, Screens and Portieres.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

TAURERT,

1

GOODS

DRY

It

ABSOLUTELY THE LATEST AND IT IS A BEAUTY.

5

S.

SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO

J

SELIGMAN

The

FURNITURE

MISS A. MUGLER.

Quick Returns

A

The New Golden Oak

TWO WEEKS

Next Door to Postoffice.

J

ADOLF

NEXT

Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

Accurate Work

'A

K

REPLENISHED
and here you get the best there is to be had anywhere.
display will tell you the story.

FOR THE

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

E. LAS VEGAS,

SALE

-

MULLIGAN & RISING,
66-6-

R

IS STILL ON AND THE STOCK HAS BEEN

j

u

License Numbers,

'A

III

MUSLIN

Cart-wrigh-

O. C. WATSON & CO.

I

THE GREAT

ll

SELIGMAN BROS. COMPANY,

at almost half price, slightly soiled and mussed, but
good styles and all sizes. Also big values in

WASH DRESSES

j

BECAUSE IT IS REVERSIBLE

!

The Finest Line in Santa Fe.
Reliable Jeweler

I

;atT"7
U. V. YUH

ii

-

ian rraocisco
Street

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

CrfQSl

AM? RETAIL

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot-

-
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LEGAL NOTICE.
Notice of Sale.
State of New Mexico, County of Santa
Fe In the District Court.
City of Santa Fe, Plaintiff
vs.
No. GS91.
S. C. France, B. S. Reed and J. H. Brit-toDefendants.
Public notice is hereby given, that I,
GENERAL OFFICES RATON NEW MEXICOthe undersigned Sheriff of the County
of Santa Fe, New Mexico, by virtue
'Head Down)
of a judgment and decree rendered on
( Read Up)
Iq strict Auril 28th, 1912
the 2nd day of May, 1912, in the above
1
2)11
Miles
(3)19
STATIONS
(0
(2)12 (3)20
(1)2
entitled cause, will on the first day of
m
p m
m
a m
a m
p rn
p
9 So
1912, at the hour of ten o'clock
0
Lv.. Des Mollies. N. M...Ar
July,
9 oo
40
4
8 M
KunittKlo
x
in the forenoon at the front door of
11
8 30
Dedumu
106
10 20
16
8 15
the Court House in Santa Fe, County
dapulln
I" 35
20
8 05
Vigil
of Santa Fe, New Mexico, offer for
10 50
25
7 45
T!MmpGH
2
1100
7 35
Meloclie
sale and sell for cash to the highest
11 10
81
7 25
Cnnnlngbam
11 36
bidder, to satisfy the sum of Eighty-Tw42
6 50
Ollflon HoUDO
12 06
A- 8
49
T,v
... Kston, N. M
Dollars ($82.40) and forty cents,
10
N.M
15
0
Ar
i.v
llaton, Honsi-.together with interest at the rate of
.
I 28
7
V:wivi
9
,.
twelve per cent per annum from the
JS
e oT TTTT
48
&fiei.mi
3 W
8 50
65
Koelilwr Junction. .....
30th day of January, 1912, being the
S2 35
68
8 20
Oolfax
3 u3
amount of judgment rendered in the
76
Oerrosoao
8 02
3 20
Lv
7 46
g2
Ar
Cimarron
above entitled cause, against the de3
fi 00
Ar am
Lv
Olmarroo
J
fendant S. C. France, and also to sat8
4 52
Nasb
JJf
4 42
8b
Hr!an
isfy the costs of the court in said
4 0i
4 25
94
Ct9 Park, N. M...Lv
Ar
cause, and the costs of this sale, the
pm
following described real estate situate
i'i the City of Santa Fe, County of
with E. P. S. W. Ry. train North.
Connects at Coif
Santa Fe, New Mexico, and particular6 Stage for Van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
Stage leaves Ute Park, X. M., for Eiizabethtown, X. M., at 9 a. m., daily ly described as follows,
Lots
and 6 in Block "B" Berar-dinelexcept Sunday. Fare $2.00 one nav, $:;.50 round trip; fifty pounds of bagAddition to said city, together
gage carried free.
C. & S. train leaves Des Moines, X. M., for the south at 11:11 p. m.; ar- with all and singular the tenements,
rives from the south at 4:3S a. in.
hereditaments and
appurtenances
(1) Daily.
thereunto belonging or in any wise apM.
F.
WILLIAMS,
(2) Daily except Sundays.
pertaining.
General Passenger Agent.
(3) Euesdays.. Thursday and Saturdays.
And notice is hereby further given
that I will at the time and place aforesaid offer for sale for cash to the highrww
est bidder, to satisfy the sum of Twen
($25.00) Dollars, with interest
thereon at the rate of twelve pur cent
per annum from the 30th day of January, 1912, being the amount of judgment rendered in the above entitled
cause against the defendant, B. S.
Reed, also to satisfy the costs of the
court in said cause, and the costs of
this sale, the following described real
estate situate in the City of Santa Fe,
bounty of Santa Fe, New Mexico, and
USE THE
particularly described as follows, to.

M

ti hill

Oil

Pacific

Railway

TOURIST TRADE
15 WORIH

Company

DOCTORS
GAVE HER UP

WHILE

British Summer Resorts Make Mrs. Stuart Finally Saved By
Frantic Efforts to Capture
Lydia EL Pinkham's VegePortions of It
table Compound Her

Story Interesting.
PAH AMERICAH

PROSPERITY

Jet Black Dress Shirt
in Men's Fashions
London

o

HO

Is

Latest

at

.

1

t:

e

EAST

WEST

or

wit:

Lot No. 5 in Block "A" in the
Addition to said City, together with all and singular the tenements,
hereditaments and
appurtenances
thereunto belonging, or in any wise

appertaining.

SHORTEST LINE TO

Denver. Colorado

Springs and Pueblo

TICKETS AND RERERVATIONS AT

NEW MEXICAN

BUILDING

OR

UNION

DEPOT

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

The Wst Point

J,

Department.
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work:.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located In the
beautiful Tecoi Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of '3oU
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during th
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings,
colleges.
throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modem
In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pre.
W. G. HAMILTON. Vice Fret
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON. Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.
For particulars and Illustrated

LOCAL TRAINS
The following are the time tabiSo
of the local

ct

Of-

-

TOURIST
RATES
EAST
SANTA FE, N. M.,
TO

New York,

$76.35

St. Paul,
Buffalo,
$50.25
$69.35
Colo. Springs,
Pueblo,
$18.15
$16.85

$44.35
Denver,

$21.10

Reduced Rates to Many Other Eastern Points.
Dates of Sale Commencing June 1st and on Sale Daily until
September 39th, 1912. Return limit, October 3 1. Except
to points east of Chicago and St. Louis, the limit
is 30 days from date of sale.
For further particulars, time tables and literature call on or address
any Santa

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
You will never go wrong in letting
your Job printing come to the New
Mexican Printing Company. Its facilities are unequaled in the State.
Subscribe for the Santa Fe New
Mexican, the paper that boosts all of
the time and works lor the upbulid-i:of our new State;

g

New Mexican
biing results.

want

ads. always

o
:

10

Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
connect with No. 1 westbound and No.
eastbound.
Ret iming arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. in.
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westboun and No. 4
eastbound.
Returning arrive Santa Fe at 8:35
p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 8:50 p. m. to con
nect with No. 8 eastbound and No. 9
westbound.
Returning, arrive at Santa F?, 11:30
p. m.
cut-of- t
Passengers for the Belen
and Pecos Valley points shouli nov
leave at 3:30 p. m. instead of 7 20 as
heretofore.
Connection leaves Albu
querque at 7:55 p. ra. instead of
1

SUMMER

$50.35

"A. T. & S. F. Ry."
Leave
S:10 a. m., to connect w.ih No.
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12

1

Superintendent

St. Louis,

railroads:

p. m.

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.

j

Elmo, Mo. "I think your Vegetable
Compound is wonderful for it has helped
me. 1 had tour doctors and they said I
had female troubles
and a tumor and
nothing but an operation would help me.
I could not sit still
long enough to eat,
and could sleep
hardly any I was in
bo much misery with
pains in my side and
back.
"A year ago last spring my doctor
gave me up, and he was surprised to see
me this spring and to see my condition.
I give Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound the praise wherever I go for
I know I would not be here today or have
our fine baby boy if I had not taken it."
-- Mrs. Sarah J. Stuart, R.F.D. No. 2,
Box 16, Elmo, Mo.
The success of Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, made from roots
and herbs, is unparalleled.
It may be
used with perfect confidence by women
who suffer from displacements,
periodic pains, backache, bearing-dow- n
feeling, flatulency, indigestion.dizziness,
or nervous prostration. Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is the standard remedy for female ills.
If you want special advice write to
Lvdia . Pinkham Medicine Co.
Lynn, Mass. Tour letter will
be opened, read and answered by a
woman and held in strict confidence.
(conii-dentia-

Hotel Arrivals.

l)

(From the New Mexican of W ednesday Evening, May 25, 1S87.)
Five whites and three negroes were with him, and Montana and Idaho, he
whipped at the whipping post at New- declares, are infinitely worse in clicastle, Delaware, today.
matic and health conditions. He is
Hon. E. V. Long and his interest- sure glad to be back in Sania Fe.
The Rio Grande is doing consideraing family bade adieu to their Santa
Fe friends today and left at 10 o'clock ble damage
at Albuquerque
and
for Las Vegas. Everybody in Santa south of that point.
in j
Fe will join the New Mexican
Feeling satisfied that the drill at
wishing them a very happy sojourn Bonanza will strike artesian water in
in their new home.
the Santa Fe valley, Colonel R. B.
A son was born to Charles H. Willison has ordered a Monarch drill
Mother and will sink for artesian water at
Probst and wife yesterday.
Lamy and in the Galisteo valley, and
and child are doinn well.
There is a mudhule in front of the he is sure to strike it too. The drill
can sink to a thousand feet.
post office.
Pablo Crespin's saw mill, thirty
Chief ClerK Putney of the railway miles
east of Albuquerque in Canon
mail service is down from Denver to
Largo, was wrecked by a boiler exlook after the irregularity of the
plosion. Crespin's seventeen-year-olmails in reaching Santa Fe.
son and an employe were killed.
Hon. Frank Springer,
who spent
The Fort Bayard beef contract has
yesterday in the city, has just form- been awarded on the basis of $5.49
ed a pool of Las Vegas businessmen per hundred pounds.
and purchased 900 acres of fine land
Significant
Albuquerque "Health
in the Mesilla Valley, near Las Cru-ce-s Note" In advance of
this sickly seaHis associates in the deal are son render your self
impregnable; a
Tr Cunningham, Colonel Eads and malarial
or
sudden
atmosphere
J jsepn Rosenwald.
change of temperature such as AlbuDan Warren showed up in the town querque constantly experiences is
last night twenty-sevepounds short fraught with danger. Albuquerque
on weight.
Colorado does not agree Citizen.
d

i

n

! CHURCH ANNOUNCEMENTS
Cathedral.
Sunday, May 26, 1912, Whitsunday.
First mass at 6 o'clock a. m.
Second mass at 9:30. Sermon in
English.
Third mass at 10:30. Sermon in
Spanish.
At 6:30 p. m. May devotions and
Benediction.
Lady of Guadalupe.
First mass 7 a. m. Second mass
9.30 a. in.
Sermon in Spanish and
English.

11 o'c'ock.

Theme "Job." Chapter,
Junior Endeavor, 3 p. m. Miss
Jessie Carroll, superintendent. Christian Endeavor, 6:45 p. m. Evening
worship and preaching, 7:45. Special
music at, both
services. Regular
prayer meeting, 7:45 Wednesday evening. All are cordially invited.
St. John's Methodist Church.
Sabbath School at 9:45. Morning
worship at 11 a. m. Rev. J. W. Campbell, a member of the House of Representatives, will occupy the pulpit,
owing to the illness and absence of
the pastor. There will be special music by the choir. Junior League at
3 p. m.
Epworth League at 6:45 p.
15-3-

Palace.
J. J. Collins, Denver.
A. E. Walker, and Mrs. Walker, Albuquerque.
C. S. Craig, Denver.
C. W. Reger, Burlington.
Church of the Holy Faith.
J. F. Keigh, St. Louis.
Sunday, May 26th (Whitsunday).
E. A. Vaughry, Albuquerque.
Holy communion 8 a. m.
People Leave London.
G. W. Dodd, Denver.
Sunday school 9:43 a. m.
The remote suburbs of ..ondon are
F. X. Patterson, Washington, D. C.
Holy communion and sermon 11 a. m. in. and will be led by O. E. Schofield.
growing, but the metropolitan district
Junior auxiliary meets at Miss Do- At 7:45 a song service followed by speN. M. Flannery, Washington, D. C.
proper is rapidly becoming depopulatC. B. Stubblefield, Alcalde.
rothy Hayward's Saturday, 2:30 p. m. cial music and sermon. Rev. Camped according to the rate returns of
The Rev. Leonidas Smith announces bell recently filled the pulpit. He is
H. W. Clark, Las Vegas.
the London County Council. Every
and scholarly
a series of "Talks on Travel" for boys an interesting, able
Carl Ecklund, Clayton.
year the percentage of empty houses
over ten years of age at the Rectory, speaker.
prayer service
grows larger. John Burns, president
Tnursday evening at 7.45 p. m. You
Montezuma.
Wednesday evenings at secen.
of the Local Government
are cordially invited to attend any or
LEONIDAS SMITH.
Board,
F. W. Townsend, Roswell.
states that families are leaving the
all of these services. A special inviFirst Presbyterian Church.
P. E. Carter, City.
central London boroughs at '"'the rate
SunB. Z. McCollough, minister.
tation is extended to all vistors to
E. N. Rich, City.
of 13,000 a year. London in populaF. D. Petershagen, Kansas City, Mo. day school, 9:45 a. m. Fred McBride, worship with us while in the city. J.
tion has apparently reached is high
Edward Ritter, El Paso.
superintendent.
Morning preaching M. Shimer, pastor.
water mark.
Robert Spiger. New York City.
F. S. Smith, Denver.
Jet Black Dress Shirt.
The premiere of a play here this
E. L. McCallister and Mrs. McCallis-ter- , EVELAND CHOSEN MISSIONARY
BISHOP TO ASIA.
week was enlivened by the presence
Tesuque.
in aii orchestra stall of a man whose
A. J. Egan, Trinidad.
is interested and should know
By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) ,
aocut the wondrrfui
dress clothes were sef off by a jet
Coronado.
MARVEL
Whirling Spray
Minneapolis, Minn., May 25. W. P.
S. F. Jackson, Bisbee, Ariz.
back shirt, properly starched and
new
ine
vagsnai syringe.
Eveland, president of the church semi-- :
A. A. Sena, Las Vegas.
Lest most convenient. It
fashionably frilled. When he rose
cleanses instantly.
nary at Williamsport, Pennsylvania,
Manuel Ortiz, Nambe.
with the rising of the lights after the
on the third ballot today was chosen Ask your drugcistfor itSfct
Ralph Dixon, El Rito.
first act all of the white shirts in the
he cannot sudtjIv theV
missionary bishop of the Methodist If
Victor Nibblin, Las Cruces.
MARVEL, accept no other?)
stalls followed him as if he had been
church for southeastern twtsendFtama for illastrated
Episcopal
Ed
Cuba.
Salazar,
the proverbial black swan. He wore
m
sealed. It cives full particu m,r
Asia. He recovered 545 votes, with book
J. J. Rawson, San Antonio.
lars and directions ...valuable to ladiesT
a white collar and a white stock tie
HUlr
4NARVEL CO., 44 Est23il Street. New York1!
495
to
elect.
necessary
J. I. Rawson, San Antonio.
and a white waistcoat, but unlike
P. F. Sena, Philadelphia.
others who have attempted sartorial novelties, he wore the usual black
Leroy Thacker, Watertown, S. Dak.,
instead of white duck coat and trousA.O. Bn.ICKK
J.NO. S. MlTCHEI.1.
ers. No one recognized the mysteri- says: "I suffered with rheumatism for
ous wearer and fashionable London over 8 years, and it seemed at times
LOS
ANGELES
I would go crazy with pain.
Three
is wondering if his presence was due
MEXICO HEADQUARTERS
bottles of Foley Kidney Pills cured
to an attempt to introduce a new
rheumatism
and I gladly recommy
fashion in evening dress.
RATES $1.00 and $1.50 per day.
mend them." For sale by all
The English summer resorts have
With Private Bath, $1.50 to $3.00
awakened to the fact that London
has what amounts to a practical monopoly on the money of American travelers and a campaign is
being
planned whereby the transatlantic
tourist may be persuaded to linger
in the British Isles instead of passing on to the continent after seeing the
One seashore resort,
metropolis.
is arranging to send
Blackpool,
to the United
commission
States
where an endeavor will be made to
discover the things which appeal to
the American pleasure seeker. Other
seaside towns are considering the
same step. As the result of a conference, several hotel managers have
decided to run their places on American lines, using both the "American"
and "European" plans. Among other
things, the hotels have decided to
fly the American flag; post prices in
dollars and cents; engage American
cooks for special American
dishes;
maintain American bars; have on
each floor at least one English-speakinattendant; supply English and
American papers, tobacco and cigars;
serve buckwheat cakes; maple syrup;
bear steak; green corn on the cob;
terrapin, clam chowder; Rock Island
oysters; pie and other delicacies supposed to be dear o the American palate; supply unlimited ice water;
grape fruit; peaches; provide better
telephone service; and generally to
put in the continental hotels reminders of home.
two-thirt- y
Henry Prather Fletcher, United
States minister to Chili, who stopped
in London on his way to Washington,
is enthusiastic over the possibilities
of the West Ccast of South America
and declares that the opening of the
Panama Canal will bring unprecedented prosperity to that territory.
He says that the business men of
Chili are fully alive to the advantages
which will accrue to them. The Chilian government Is already planning
to subsidize a
ine of steamships
which will take advantage of the new
tiade routes which the canal will create. So strong is the feeling of optimism in the country that various
industries are already beginning to
boom in anticipation.
This Is especially true ei the nitrate fields, which
expect to profit greatly by the short-eninof the route to the great central valley of the United States.
Mid-wee- k

Every Woman

I

HOLLENBECK HOTEL

TIME TABLE ALL

addrew:

f Chicago,

e

e

Lots 7 and 8 in Block "C" in the
Berardinelli Addition to said city, together with all and singular the tenements, hereditaments and appurtenances thereunto belonging or in any
wise appertaining.
Witness my hand and official signature at Santa Fe, New Mexico, this 8th
day of May, 1912.
CHARLES C. CLOSSON",
Sheriff Santa Fe county, New Mexico.
By SEFERINO BACA.
Deputy.

New Mexico Military
of th Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Department ai "Distinguished Institution." Army officer! detailed by Wai

And notice is hereby further given,
I will at the time and place aforesaid, offer for sale and sell for cash
to the highest bidder, to satisfy the
sum of Forty-FivDollars ($45.25) and
Twenty-FivCents
with
interest
thereon at the rate of twelve per cent
per annum from the 30th day of January, 1912, being the amount of Judgment rendered in the above entitled
cause, against the defendant, J. H.
ijHritton, also to satisfy the costs of the
court in said cause and the costs of
this sale, the following described real
estate situate in the City of Santa Fe,
County of Santa Fe, New Mexico, and
particularly described as follows,

that

(By Special Lrasea Wire to J"ew Mexican)
London, May 25. The recent ill
health of Chief Justice Lord Aiver-stonhas given rise to speculations
in regard to his probable successor
and added interest has been given to
the discussion by the question of the
eligibility for the woolsack of Attorney General Sir Rufus Isaacs, who is
a Jew.
There is good authority for saying
that the Attorney General's religious
faith does not exclude the woolsack
from the range of his ambitions.
Premier Gladstone in introducing his
Religious Disabilities Bill by which
Roman Catholics were to be made
eligible for the Lord Chancellorship,
emphasized the fact that there were
no legal obstacles to the office being
held "by a Jew, by a Mahommedan,
by a Buddhist, or a Hindu."
Poisoned Fish by Wholesale.
A telegram to the" Fishing Gazette
has announced the mysterious
and
complete wiping out of the trout and
roach fishery of the Friendly Angler's Society on the River Colne.
None but a fisherman
could appreciate flie calamitous nature of the
news, for within a few hours 5,000
magnificent trout and as many fine
roach were lying dead on the surface of the river and three years of
careful planting by the members of
the society had come to naught. The
fishery had just developed into one
of the finest in the kingdom. Chemists
jare now busy analyzing the water
in an effort to discover the nature
of the poison which must have killed
the fish.
e

a.--

When Going

Quarter of a Century Ago.

a. m.

NEW

g

D. & R. G. Ry.
10:05 a. m. for north.
4:20 p. m. from norr!i
MEXICO CENTRAL RY
12:45 p. m., connects with
No. i east and 1 south and west.
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connections
from No. 3 east.

Leaves
Arrive
NEW
Leave

Jfls. C. Dahlmann,
serving his third
term as mayor, Omaha, Nebr., again
was successful in receiving the overwhelming support of the voters in the

primary election. He also successful
ly rid himself of a bad case of kidney
trouble by the aid of Foley Kidney
Pills, and writes: "I have taken Foley
Fe Agent.
Kidney Pills and they have given me
a great deal of relief, so I cheerfully
SANTA FE, N. M.
recomm- -d
them." What Foley Kiu
ney Pills have done for Mayor Dahl
mann they will do for any other perYou cannot get up to date printing son bothered with backache,
rheuunless you have
material matism, or any other form of kidney
and facilities. The New Mexican or bladder trouole. Just try them
Printing Company has both, and at for quick and permanent results.
the same time expert mechanics. For sale by all druggists.
Your orders are always assured per
sonal attention.
If you use embossed stationery, you
can do no better than placing your orSubscribe for the Santa Fe New der with the New Mexican Printing
1!
Mexican, the paper 'hat boosts
prices will be quoted upon request.
of the time and works for the
Our styles and forms are strictly up
upbuilding of our new State.
to date.

,

Please Come to My Office
"13

IjTR. JONES, if you will come to my office

IV Jl

at

today, I think the whole matter
can be satisfactorily arranged.
" I have just telephoned to Mr. Stafford and he
has agreed to be here."
In getting principals together and bringing to a
point delayed settlements, the attorney finds the Bell
Telephone service a most valued assistant.
Every Bell Telephone is a Long Distance Station

g

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Company
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rested and sentenced to two months'
imprisonment.
Picture Post Card Craze.
Some conception of the world craze
for
may be had
DEVIL frompicture
OUT
figures which come from Switzerland. In the year 1911 in Switzerland
there passed through the post offices
of every
110,00(1,000 cards
kind,
Still
in
Reigns
Superstition
though chiefly illustrated. This was
Oldest Republic of
an increase of S.000,000 over the preceding year.
World
Prince Born Deaf and Dumb
Don Jaime, the
son of
the king and queen of Spain, who was
KING'S
DUMB
born deaf and dumb, is progressing
SDNJEIF

sT

SWISS

ANCE

post-card- s

IHE

KU1

IN WOMAN'S' BREAST

ALWAYS P0IMNSDEEP

I

in ARMWI and KILLS OUiciu.5

Will Give $1000 if I Fail

na 1 will forfeit $1000
ll I do not EXCEL any

to Cure

Buried deep in our American forest we find bloodroot, queen's root, miin
drake and stone root, golden seal, Oregon grape root and cherrybark. Of these Dr.
R. V. Fierce made a pure glyceric extract which has been favorably known for
over forty years. He called it " Golden Medical Discovery."
This "Discovery" purities the biood and tones up the stomach and the entire
system in Nature' own way. It's just the tissue builder and tonic you require
when recovering from a hard cold, irip. or pneumonia. No matter how strong the
constitution the stomach is apt to be "out of ki!:cr " at times; in consequence
the blood is disordered, fir the stomach is the laboratory for the constant manufacture of Hood. Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery strengthens the stomach
puts it in shape to make pure, rich blood helps the liver and
kidneys to expel the poisons from the body. The weak, nervdebilitated condition which so many people
ous,
experience nt this time of the year is usually the effect of
poisons in the blood ; it is often indicated by pimples or boils
appearing on the sUin, the Lice becomes thin you feel "blue."
w
I was suffering with an awful
"Mure than week
cold in iiiv head, thror.t, breast, and body," writes Mit.
G.
710
of
L.
Jamks
Kknt.
Street, S. E., Washington, D. C.
"Some called i La Grippe, some pneumonia. I was advised
by a friend to try a botue of your 'Golden Medical Discovery.' 1 tried a hi tie uid it did ine so much good that I feel
safe in saying it is t'le greatest and best medicine that I
ever took. M ; healtu is much better than it was before
using your meJiuue. It does all yuu claim fur it and u
i. (J. Kent, Es(j.
satisfactory."

Oats Displayed Strength While Corn
Provisions Receded
Slightly.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexhvi.i)
Chicago, 111., May 25. Continued

other Doctor living.
No Knife or Pai- nNo Pay Until Cured,
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Nature's Way Is The Best.

BULL WHEAT MARKET ON
ACCOUNT OF DROUGHT.

drought in western Kansas permitted
the bulls today to bid up wheat. The
weather map showed good raius in
the southern and eastern jxirt of the
Painless Plaster,
state and also in Missouri, but not
Written Guarantee.
in the section necessary to
make
Great new discovery. Any
sure a bumper yield.
The opening
LUMPor
TUMOR,
SORE
Switzersatisfactorily at Fribourg,
varied from
on the LIP. FACE or'
to
advance. July
land, where for some time he has been BODY lone is CANCER.
110
at
started
a gain
lo 110
Picture Post Card Craze Floods under
the treatment of Professor Hen ANY HARD LUMP in WOMAN'S BREAST Is CANCER or
to
and rose to 110
aid very poisonous.
BOOK
SENT
The
ri
Offices
Post
is
now,'
Reymond.
boy
European
prince
FREE. Testimonials of Thousands
The close was firm with July at
as the result of an operation, com- - after others failed. WRITE TO CURED
SOME. 110
With Mail.
a rise of
net.
Addre--,
to
some
and
words
articulate
DR. & MRS. DR. CHAMLEY lVk
mencing
Corn
first, displayed
sympathy
hear some sounds. The Swiss treatB 747 South Main Street, Los Angeles, CaL
with wheat, but prices later receded
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) ment will be continued indefinitely un- 'KINDLY MAIL this to SOMEONE with CANCER
owing to a break in hay quotations.
Paris, May 25. Morocco looms up as til the boy's senses are completely
France's most difficult colonial prob- normal.
July opened a shade off to
up at
ed a substitute, for Senate Bill Xo.
lem. That is saying much, for France's
7(i
to 76
touched 7
Remarkable Art Exhibit.
an
to
act
105,
abolish
educompulsory
and fell back 7
experience is perhaps only second to
Among the many exhibits of sculp- - cation.
uiai oi ureal amain.
Closing prices were firm at 76
ture at the Salon of the society of
The recent savage
massacre of prench Artists is one that possesses
for July, a loss of
net.
French militant officials at Fez at the especial interest. It is the statue of LAS VEGAS VS. SANTA FE
Oats.
TOMORROW AFTERNOON.
very moment when France was estab- ,he Canadian historian Francois
Lightness of pit offerings put back
a protectorate was a powerful Ier Garneau, and is the work of Paul
hone into oats. Cash houses bought
indication to the French of the dim- - chevre, one of the passengers who Two Games at College Grounds Jim July, which started unchanged to
culties to be met and conquered before was saved from the wreck of the TiFlynn May Come Down and
to 50 and ascended
higher at 50
the wild Moorish tribesmen to whom tanic The work was completed and
Umpire the Game.
to 50
war is a diversion can be made over s?nt t0 the SaIon the day before chev.
(By Dan Ortiz.)
Provisions worked lower on account
into peaceful and successful children re sailed on the
The Santa Fe fans tomorrow after- of
steamer to
selling on the part of the stock
of France. At once was seen the need fittend the
inauguration of his bust of noon will see one of the best base yards speculations. Weakness in live
of appointing an experienced and cap- Sir Wilfrid Laurier at Ottawa.
ball games ever played in Santa Fe
Initial
hogs, furnished the reason.
able hand to take the helm of the tre-- :
The enormous picture which the when the champion Las Vegas team sales
from 5c down to 2
ranged
mendous work of protectorate organi- veteran artist, Jean Paul Laurens, ex- will cross bats with the Santa Fe
down, with September delivery 19.35
zation.
hibits at the same Salon is probably team at the College grounds. Two for
to 10:75 for lard
pork; 10:72
This man, France believes, has been the largest ever painted since Veron- games will be
played, the first will and 10:27
for ribs.
fcund in General Hubert Lyautey. who ese's "Wedding Feast of Cana." The be between
the Co. E bail team and
has achieved a reputation as a skillful, government allotted to him an im another local team.
These two teams
Henry Ferris, Hadar, Nebr., is the
untiring officer and an adroit organ- mense shed in the state stone yard are evenly matched and a
good game father of ten children and for the
izer and leader of men. General which had formerly been used hv Rnr- is
The second game will past 30 years has used Foley's Honey
Lyautey was born at Nancy in 1S54. tholdi and his assistants to execute be anticipated.
between the Vegas and the Santa and Tar Compound with the best of
He passed rapidly through the various certain pieces of the Statue of
s
Fe team. Las Vegas has this season results. He tells us: "I think Foley's
of military education and be- - ty now in New York harbor,
one of the strongest teams in the Honey and ar Compound is the best
came a captain in 1SS2. Later he
The picture represents the Court of
as chief of bureau Love held by the Troubadours at Toui-o- f Southwest, stronger than last year's cough medicine in the world for I
went to
the resident general, and there hrt 0use May 3, 1321 and is intended for team when they won the champion- have used it for the past 20 years and
ship of New Mexico. Some of last can recommend it to anyone needing
met the famous General Gallieni, who the capital at Toulouse,
year's players are again in the line, a cough medicine." For sale by all
later took him to Madagascar. General
but they have several nw players. druggists.
Lyautey did some fine work in pacify- GOVERNOR'S FlrtT VETO.
They won two games last Saturday
ing and organizing the districts in thej
and Sunday, by the scores of
south of that Island. Later service in
and
(Contined From Pace Three.)
20-Tunis and Algeria was followed by the
Lockhart, Ellis, Lyons and sevappointment as commander of the to tell how and what one feels, and eral other old timers are still in the
10th army corps of France. He has more
Closing Quotations.
flies are caught with honey lineup and ar playing better ball
written much, both on the colonial than with
than ever.
New York, May 25. Prime paper
he
added.
The
vinegar,"
The Santa Fe team has been prac- 4 to 4
service of the army and upon the soSilver fil
Mexican dolcial development of the military offl- "7""
every day for the last two lars 4S; copper, nominal; Amalgamatticing
to
"
6
anlong weeks and will
cer. A recent study of the latter ques- ,,8proud
very probably give ed 83
Sugar 130 bid; Atchison
AwtoreA
tion created great interest in military J?et P"m
a little surprise to the Meadow City 1061-8- ;
Northern 132
New
Great
never
he
had
has
trouule
and lay circles. Emperor William of
bunch tomorrow. Two new players York Central 118
Pacific
Northern
them
and
newr
had
has
neighbtter
Germany was so struck by the tone of borsSouthern PaReading 174
He favored the memorial and have been signed by Manager Digneo. 126
t,
rHr.u that h wrnte tn the author
Stephen Canavan, the star infielder cific 111; Union Pacific 171; Steel
to congratulate him and at the same moved its passage because it will of the
bid.
Gallup team has joined the 6tl3-4- ;
steel, pfd. 110
time to take issue with him on several benefit the Indians as much as it Santa Fe team, and tomorrow
will
Lead and Spelter,
wi'l the other settlers. Lucero expoints.
Gallup had a
St. Txniis, Mo., May 25. Lead firm
plained his vote. He said he knows guard the first sack.
The Arabs.
what the Indians are; they are ab- - good bunch of ball tossers kst year. 4.12
Spelter firm 6.75ffi6.85.
become
Arabs
Once the picturesque
One of their pitchers is playing with
Grain and Provisions.
devoted to France, it is believed that solutely without conscience, and he
others have joined
Vegas this
111., May 25.
Wheat, May
France will find in them a superb ad- declared that he would never do other tems, year,
but Canavan who was 114Chicago, 1103-4- ; Corn,
May 82
July
dition to her colonial army. Moulay them a favor if he could help it. The the star
will
with
the
player,
play
July 76
Oats, May 55; July 511-8- ;
Hafid, the sultan, thinks this is true, memorial passed 38 to 1.
Fe
team.
beSanta
Canavan has Just
Pork, July 1S.171-2- ;
Lard, July 10.60;
but he warns France that the process Senate Substitute for Senate Bill come a
benedict, but he says he can Ribs, July 10.171-2- .
of courtship must be slow and cau- No. 3G, an act to provide for the
in creation, organization and niainte-- play better ball now than before.
tious. Above all, the Mussulmans
Wool.
Morocco must be left unhindered and nance of the State Land Office, was Jackson, another n!W player will alSt. Ixiuis, Mo., May 25. Wool marso
make his debut with the Santa Fe ket steady. Territory and western
uninfluenced in their religious beliefs on motion recommitted to the Steer- tern tomorrow.
Either "Doc" McCar- mediums 1618c; fine mediums 15
and practices. Any encroachment by ing Committee.
thy or Beam will pitch tomor- 17; fine 1015.
More New Bills.
missionaries or others will, he thinks,
both
being in
very good
The following bil's were intro- - row,
be disastrous to French Interests.
Chicago.
and a battel royal is
condition,
The attitude of Moulay Halid him- - duced by unanimous consent:
Chicago, 111., May 25. Cattle Reafternoon.
The ceipts 11,800. Market steady. Beeves
expected tomorrow
self is a puzzle. He declares himself
House Bill No. 249, by Burg, to
anxious to abdicate, saying that gulate the sale of petroleum oils and Santa Fe fans should not be surprised ?6.109.40; western steers $5.25
he wishes to travel and to give up all gasoline and repealijg the coal oil tomorrow afternoon when the game 6.90; stockers and feeders $4.406.85;
j starts if they see a big husky "White
cows and heifers
3.OO8.00; calves
authority which, after all, he says, he inspection law.
does not possess, since the Frenci
House Bi No 250 by LIewellyn .'Hope" handling the indicator, as Jim $5.258.75.
have taken it all from him; but the the .,, nf
Flynn has promised that he will try
.,,..- Market
Hogs
Receipts 11,000.
French insist on the Sultan remaining pared by the New Mexico Bar Asso- land come down with the ball team. slow, shade lower. Light $7.107.60;
that
realize
nominal
in
If Flynn comes, it is probable that mixed $7.307.75; heavy $7.307.75:
power. They
ciation.
the Moors without a ruler would be
Jack Curley and nis wife will also rough $7.307.50; pigs $5.006.85;
Pan American Institute.
come down here to spend Sunday,
sheep without a shepherd. General
The Finance Committee,
Chaves,
and to see the game. It will Indeed
recommended
House
that
chairman,
more properly, resident general' of
be a great treat for the local fans,
No.
Bill
be
46,
passed. It provides
Morocco, is above all a tactful man
and they wi'l surely get more than
for
of
Pan
creation
American
the
the
to
do all things to keep
He is certain
their money's worth, seeing two ball
at
Fe.
Institute
Santa
ofthe Sultan's good will and not to
games for one admission.
They will
comBaca
counseled
all
Speaker
fend the Moors by thrusting upon them
to
see
a
chance
and the
get
Flynn,
to
mittees
get in their reports as it
the customs of civilized Europe.
Santa Fe band will give a concert beto
even
be
will
all
read
impossible
Cast Out the Devil.
s
in open session fore the games and during the games.
An extraordinary case of supersti- the engrossed-billas
tne constitution requires to De The first game will start at one
tion which recalls the days of Salem
o'clock and the second game will
Al- - ane- - lt a" measures now pending in
from
the
is
reported
witchcraft,
start at three o'clock sharp. Let all
should
Senate
from
- the
the
House,
Canin
of
the
Noirmont
pine village
fans go and root for the home team.
next
two
the
weeks,
Pass
ton of Berne, Switzerland. The peasline-uas
A meeting of the investigating com- - The Santa Fe team will
ants there accused an old woman who
Berardinelli.
follows:
J.
Catcher
vas living alone of possessing the evil mittee at 7:30 p. m. was announced, Pitchers McCarthy and Beam. First
eye, and of making their cattle ill., and many other committee meetings base Canavan.
Base P.
Second
They blamed her also for various were announced for Saturday.
or
Base
Berardinelli.
Third
Clancy
to
The
House
Monday
adjourned
other local misfort mes. In vain the
OutShort Stop Alarid.
2 p. nr., as per the resolution adopted Jackson.
innocence.
her
'woman
pleaded
aged
fielders Frye (Capt,), Koch, Stana "delegate," in the forenoon.
The peasants chose
ton, Digneo.
Two
the
petitions protesting against
who was instructed to "cast out the
devil" from her. The man on meet- - creation ot sumner county were pre-inCLOSING EXERCISES OF
the aged woman on the roadway, sen ted.
U. S. INDIAN SCHOOL.
,
ar-was
The
on
he
committee
education
Later
reportbeat her severely.

M.

(By Fpecial leased Wire to New Mexican)
25. AppointMay
Denver, Colo.,
ments for the new city administration, which will take office June 1, today were announced as follows:
Chief deputy to City and County
Clerk Thum, Clarence J. Moorehouse;
$fi.75!5?9.25: southern steers $5.25
chief deputy to City Auditor Markey,
8.25; southern cows and heifers $3.75 Alvin H.
Pickens; chief of police,
6.50; native cows and heifers $3.50 (fr
O'Neill; secretary lire and police
8.25; stockers and feeders $5.25Ca 7.25;
hoard, J. S. Luddy.
bulls
Ke-M-

calves

$5.00(?'7.23:

western steers
cows

$5.50(5-8.50-

$6.25C 9.00;

WYOMING ASSISTANT SECRE-

TARY OF STATE RESIGNED.
2.000.
Market
Receipts
steady to 5c lower. Bulk of sales $7.45
Leased Wire to Tfew Mexican)
(a'7.70; heavy $7.65(S7.72
packers (By Special
Cheyenne, Wyo., May 25 Assistant
and butchers $7.50(H 7.70; lights $7.25
j
J 7.55; pigs $5.50 6.75.
Secretary of State Charles P.
Hogs

Market
Sheep
Receipts none.
lambs
steady. Muttons $4.006.00;
$6.30(f9.50; range wethers and year
lings $4.25(fi 6.00; range ewes
5.25; Texas goats $3.003.75.
Cotton.
Xew York, May 25. Cotton spot
closed quiet, middling uplands 11.60;
middling gulf 11.85. Sales 155 bales.

,,,

has tendered his resignation,
J.ine 1, to enter banking
business at Big Piney, Wyoming. He
will be succeeded by F. H. Wescott,
of Fremont county.

effective

i

NOTICE.

State

of New Mexico,

No. 6927.
County of Santa Fe.
District Court of the First Judicial District of New Mexico for
the County of Santa Fe.
David E. Fumall,
vs.
Nora E. Furnall.
The said defendant Nora E. Furnall
is hereby notified that a complaint h"
been filed against her in the District
Court for the County of Santa Fe.
State aforesaid, that being the court
in which said case is pending, uy said
plaintiff David E. Furnall, the general
object of said action being for a decree of absolute divorce on the ground
for
of desertion and abandonment;
the care, custody and control of the
child, David E. Furnall, Jr., as will
more fully appear by reference to the
complaint filed in said cause. And
that unless you enter your appearance
in said cause on or before the 24th
day of June, 1912, judgment will be
rendered against you in said cause by
default.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto
set my hand and Seal of said Court at
Santa Fe, New Mexico, this 2nd day of
May, A. D., 1912.
M. A. ORTIZ,
(Seal)
County Clerk.
By EDW. L. SAFFORD, Deputy.
Name and postofflce address of plain,
tiff's attorney:
!
John R. McFie, Esquire, Santa Fe,
New Mexico.
In the

SCHMITZ
FREED OF INDICTMENTS.
(lly Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
San Francisco, Calif., May 23.
Judge William P. Lawler dismissed
the last twenty-seveindictments
against Former Mayor Eugene E.
in the trolley and
Schmitz,
gas
cases today. Schmitz is now entirely
freed, from the graft prosecution.
In
dismissing the indictments, Judge
Lawler read a long history of The
case, in which he deplored the failure to convict. The action was taken on the ground that Schmitz had
availed himself of his statutory right
of demanding a trial within sixty
(lays.
The indictments were returned five
years ago today, Moy 25, 1907. They
related to the alleged bribing of supervisors in connection with the city
gas rates, and were known as the
graft cases, as distinguished from
the trolley cases in which the indictments were returned May 24.
r

vyrfMER

MAYOR

n

!

Mrs. Wm. A. Allen, Chacon, New
Mexico, had so severe a csugh that it
nearly choked her to death. Mr. Allen says: "We tried many things
without helping her when by good
luck I got a bottle of Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound. It helped her at
once and finally cured her. It is the
best medicine we ever used." For
New
sale by all druggists.
brings
'

i

Mexican

W&at

resuts

-

Parts Prices are Taxes-GeThem Low

t

g

The Handicap
of Weak Digestion
can usually be overcome by the use of right food.
Persons who suffer from stomach trouble will find
a friend in

fape-JM- s
FOOD
It is made from whole wheat and barley, has
delicious flavour, is partially predigested and promptly
absorbed by the weakest stomach.
of true nourishment in form to
build back health and vigor by strengthening the
digestive organs, and through them the entire body.
This food also contains natural Phosphate of Potash
(
grown in the grain ) which is especially, necessary
for the daily repair of Brain and Nerve cells.
Grape-Nut- s

is full

" There's a Reason "
Postum Cereal Company, Limited, Battle Creek, Michigan.

Next Friday There Will Be Industrial Exhibition
Oratorial Contest and Baseball Game.
The closing exercises at the United States Indian School next week
promises to be one of the most interesting and successful in the history
of the school and a cordial invitation
to attend is extended to the citizens
of Santa Fe and those interested in
education and the progress of the
school.
Friday, May 31, there will be exhibits showing the quality of work done
in the academic and industrial departments including domestic science. In the evening will be an entertainment, which will be in the nature of an oratorical contest among
various pupils of tht higher grades.
There will also be a baseball game
in the afternoon at 2:30; the Indian
school will cross bats with St. Michael's College of Santa Fe, and anyone that has witnessed a game beteams will
tween these
not have to be told that it will be
exciting from start to finish.
Saturday, June 1, is Field Day and
will consist of various races and contests such as hurdle, mile race, vault
ing, putting shot, broad jump.
d

s
"20" Touring Car
Price, Standard Equipped, $800

Studebaker-Flander-

Now before you buy a car find out what repair parts
will cost you.
Parts prices are your taxes. They come to every owner
and they will come to you. But you can get them low, if
you will.
Most manufacturers take for granted you won't think of
this before you buy a car. Then they've got you. But
Studebaker says,' 'Find out now." Because the Studebaker
maxim is a square deal for every owner.
"30" and Flanders "20" cars four
We guarantee
times as long as most manufacturers, and then sell you
parts at prices lower proportionately than any other manufacturer in the world.
E-M--

SSfiOO Owner

ads

It's True. Send for Oar

New Catalogue.

The Studebaker Corporation
Detroit, Mich.

CHAS.N.C.
CLOSSOW,
Agt.
No.
Black.
M.
Santa Fe,
132
Telephone
:- -:

house,

WANTED A cook or girl for
!
housework and cooking. Apply
Mrs. K. J. Palen.
gen-en;-

FOR RENT Groom house
with
bath. 502 Galit-teSt. Apply St. Vincent's Sanitarium.
AGENTS WANTED for the best sell- on the market.
Arizona
Sales
Agency, Phoenix, Arizona.

'er

WANTED AT ONCE A few good
saddle ponias. Want two fit to drive.
Hester Cattle Co., Lamy, N. M.
FOR SALE New Hammond typewriter, three type discs and leather
traveling ease. Inquire New Mexican.
SALESMAN WANTED to work
country towns; $25 weekly salary, and
$5 daily expenses allowed while traveling. Western Cider Co., St. Louis,
iMo.
SOUTHWESTERN
Realty & Employment Agency, P, O. Box 73, 210
W. Silver,
N.
Mex..
Albuquerque,
Wanted 50 Mexican teamsters and laborers at once.
Elegantly Furmsned Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav-n- g
all modern conveniences, including
electric light, steam heat and baths,
in the First National Bank building.
Apply to F. M. Jones.

Oliver

Visible

Typewriter

sale cheap. Perfect condi
tion and does splendid writing'.
Could ship on approval and trial.
write to CMAS. W. RICKART
Rosedale, Kansas.
TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted ana repaired. Ne,
Ribbons and sup
platens furnished.
plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
aM rented. Standard makes handled.
AH repair work and
typewrites guar
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Ex
"hange. Phone 231.
SALESMEN
ESTABLISH A BUSINESS OF YOUR
OWN WITHOUT CAPITAL.
Our original plon of selling groceries
by sample to farmers, stockmen,
boarding houses and other
large consumers, enables energetic
salesmen to establish quickly a permanent business of their own yielding i
Commission
ad
splendid income.
vaneed.
Semimonthly settlement.
Goods sold subject t
trial. Expert-enc- e
not essential.
Write for particulars today giving
references.
JOHN SEXTON A CO.
WHOLESALE GROCERS, LAKE &
FRANKLIN STb., CHICAGO.
s,

1

L. L. D. DEGREE FOR
DR. CAJORI OF COLORADO.

(By Special Lensed Wire to New Mexican)
Boulder, Colo., May 25. At the com
mencement exercises of the Univer
sity of Colorado June 5, the degree of
LL.D. will be conferred
upon Dr.
Florlan Cajorl, dean of engineering at
Colorado College, according to an an
nouncement made today.

room

D. S. Lowitzki.

WANTED.
The Business College of Santa Fe,
west side of Plaza requires the following. Apply, don't write, unless at
a distance.
Four hours janitor work daily exchange education.
Good furaiture, bed, washstand, bualways
reau, bath tub, ice chest, book shelves,
chairs, stoves, etc. exchange education.
Lumber for partitions, etc. Exchange education.
etc. exSign writing, painting,
change education.
Plumber's work exchange education.
Carpenter's work exchange education.
Automobile and chaaffer exchange
education, three hours daily or 'will
buy on cash teaching terms.
Typewriting machines, any make-l- ots
lying idle; owners cannot use
them properly. In exchange.
Teachers and graduates to train for
our teachers and travelling demon-strater- s
in grades and high schools.
Positions vary from $100 a month.
but
Stenographers any system,
to prepare
with touch typewriting,
for better positions guarantee good
pay, but must be good spellers and
have punctuation and common sense.
Teaching services, day or evening
in exchange.
Grade
and
scholars 7th
8th
grades wanted these holidays to learn
shorthand, that when they return to
school in fall, they can take "Teachers talk" and enable them to become
ten times more clever and make
their examinations much easier. Ask
Professor J. A. Wood on this question.
Apply Business College, west side
of Plaza. Walter Norton, F. R. G. S.,

F

Know

6

western

$4.2517 6.75.

j

y

NEW DENVER ADMINISTRATION
MAKES APPOINTMENTS.

bulk of sales $7.557.70.
Market
Sheep
Receipts 2,000.
steady. Native $3. 75 g 6.25; western
$4.00(o6.40:
$3,231 7.50;
yearlings
western
iambs, native $3,000 S.C3;
$5.50ft 9.00.
Kansas City.
Kansas City, Mo., May 25. Cattle
Receipts 11,000, including 500 southerns. Market steady. Native steers

FOR RENT: or
with furniture or not.

President.
NOTICE.
In the Probate Court of the County
of Santa Ke, State of New Mexico.
In the matter of the Estate of Julia
Berardinelli, Deceased.
To all to whom it may concern:
Notice is hereby given that the undersigned, Peter Berardinelli, was appointed on May 11th, 1912, by the
aforesaid court of probate administrator of the estate of Julia Berardinelli,
deceased.
All persons having claims against
the said estate must present the same
to the undersigned administrator within the time prescribed by law.
PETER BERARDINELLI,
Administrator.
J. E. McKeen, 1301 Cleveland St,
ichita, Kansas, reports: "I suffered
from kidney trouble, had severe pains
across my back, and was all played
out. 1 began taking Foley Kidney
Pills and soon there was a decided
improvement.
Finally the paia left
entirely and I am iully cured of all
my kidney trouble." For sale by all

druggist.
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I The Home of Quality Groceries I

(Continued from Paee Five.)
Tea in Honor of Albuquerque Guest
One of the prettiest teas of the
spring season was that given by Mrs
Isaac Earth at the attractive Morley
home, El Xieto, on the Garita. The
affair was given in honor of Mrs.
Harth's charming house guest, Mrs.
who
V. Y. Walton of Albuquerque,
has been spending the week in Santa
Fe. It is such a pleasure to meet and
know the interesting women of Xew
Mexico and Santa Fe is particularly
fortunate in having so many attractive
this legislative session.
Our meat market, because so many visitors during
In fact, we wish they were all permafor
here!
their meets
arrange
nent residents here instead of visitors.
Mrs. Barth is a cordial hostess and
her tea was a very pleasing success.
Those assisting Mrs. Barth in the
WE WILL BE PLEASED
reception room were Mrs. Harry BowTo Arrange With Vou
man and Mrs.1 Leo Hersch. The dining
room was daintily decorated with pink
For The Best Cuts of Meat roses and lilacs and the pink and lavender color scheme was carried out in
Either By 'Phone
the ices and mints. Mrs. L. Bradford
Prince poured the coffee at one end of
Or At Our Counter.
the table, and Mrs. N. B. Laughlin
served the ice at the other end. The
Misses Ramona and Anita Baca and
Miss Toombs assisted in the dining
A Rendezvous For Meat
room.

THE DISCOVERY

OF THE

North Pole
WAS

A GREAT
ACHIEVEMENT

But You Will Benefit
By Discovering

More;1

the Place to

Buy

SOCIETY

trysting place?

Personally,

Best Groceries.

Turn Your Search in this Direction.

This Is

Strawberries

Tomatoes,;

M

Rhubarb,

s Asparagus,'
Green Onions,

i

Plaza Market Co.

Lettuce,
Carrots.

Parsnips,

Phone 92.

si

Two Art Exhibits.
Mr. Gerald Cassidy and Mr. Charles
s. Kawies are Dotn opening exuiuus
of their paintings today. Mr. Cassidy's
work may be seen in the lecture room
in the Palace of the Governors
throughout this coming week.
Mr. Rawles is showing a dozen or
more watercolor sketches in the lobby
of the Palace Hotel and has already
sold a number of them. They range

lilac-tinte-

F. ANDREWS

d

d

I

;

j

j

But yet the Pueblo haunts the mart,
(Continued from Page One.)
Watching his chance to sell his wares
Short of money and short of cares;
tures that cannot be well understood
Slowly absorbing the white man's way from the
provisions of this bill.
can
How long survive,
anyone say
The state auditor estimated in a
statement made to the board of equal
The Clubs.
ization
that the requirements for
The Saturday Bridge Club met this
and conducting the busiafternoon with Mrs. A. B. Renehan on maintaining
ness of the corporation commission
Palace avenue. Besides the club memshould be about $19,000 for one year,
bers Mrs. Renehan's guests were Mrs.
while this bill provides $30,000 for onFrederick F. Doepp, Mrs. Gregory
ly ten and a half months.
Page, Mrs. John M. Bowman, Mrs.
I am, gentlemen, respectfully yours,
R.
Edward
Mrs.
Lee,
Wright,:
Harry
WILLIAM C. McDOXALD,
Mrs. Isaac Barth. Mrs. AV. Y. Walton,,
Governor of New Mexico.
R.
A.
Coard and
of Albuquerque, Mrs.
Mrs. McCarthy.
CHURCH IN
The Wallace Club were the guests ONE BAPTIST
NEW MEXICO IN FUTURE
of Mrs. H. H. Dorman at her home on
Leased Wire to New Mexican)
The (By Special
College street this afternoon.
Des Moines, la., May 25. Decision
current
with
roll call was answered
of the New Mexico question in tht
events. Mrs. John W. March read an
convention came with the adoparticle on "Abyssinia and the Abyssin-ians- " Baptist
of a report from the committee
and Miss McGibbon a magazine tion
to confer with the Southern
article on "Country Life in the Sou- named convention.
The report called
Baptist
and
Miss
K.
Gilmour
dan." Mrs. Hugh
for
of
withdrawal
the
the American
Jessie March were the outside guests.
from
The Thirteen Club met this after- Baptist Home Mission Society
New Mexico and for the turning over
noon with Mrs. Grimshaw.
Of the work of that society to the
The Auction Bridge Club met with
Mission Board of the Southern
Miss Laughlin last 'Monday afternoon. Home
convention.
It also required
Baptist
of
The Junior Auxiliary
the Church
of the Holy Faith met this afternoon
at the home of Dorothy Hayward.
The Sewing Club, which has been
PINK, CREAM, YELLOW, SCARLET,
organized among the High School
1,1
Do
ALL COLORS AND VARIETIES
girls for the summer vacation, will
meet Tuesday afternoon with Consu-el- a
well here, bloom all summer,, and NOW is the time to
Bergere.
plant them
The Scribblers held a frolic Fridav
DOZEN AT
afternoon at the home of Miss Ruth
Laughlin as a farewell to Miss Annette
McGibbon, who will leave next week
for Socorro, where she will give a
course in the teachers' institute. The
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
Phone Black 12.
had planned numerous
Scribblers

See

Om

25c. Doz.

Estancia Eggs,
Phone 4.

About The Kind They Eat!

Radishes,

Spinach,
.

For Those Who
Are Particular

games for the afternoon's amusement, that the Baptists of New Mexico,
names of men prominent in public life
shall
into - two conventions,
were pinned on the back of each girl meet and organize a joint convention
and she was then told ;o find out whom within six days after the adoption of
she represented. Miss Hickman drew the committee report.
Fundamental principles of comity to
Champ Clark and was elected president by a vote of twelve to two. For- prevent the repetition of such a situatunes were fished out of a magic pond tion. as has prevailed in New Mexico
and love potions were found that in- for two years, were adopted.
structed the finder to bury "this piece
of witch wood beneath the old apple RESULTS FOR TODAY'S
whitewashed adobe.
BASEBALL GAMES.
The sketches made in Santa Clara tree by the brook side at midnight of
canon would perhaps look overcol-ore- the thirteenth moon" if she wanted to
to anyone who was not accustom have her fondest wish fulfilled. A (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
American.
ed to the brilliant greens in our moim- - chafing dish spread was in preparation
Xew York, May 25. First game:
tains. Mr. Rawles has lived-o- r rather in the dining room and while the
was cooking, the Xew York
chicken
.'
6 7 0
camped in Santa Clara canon and has creamed
3 10 2
been able to put the beauty and spirit Scribblers were given dainty place Washington
Ford and Sweeney; Johnaon and
One cards that were inscribed with the
of the forest into his sketches.
first line of a limerick. They were or- Ainsmith.
picture which will look familiar to pio
National.
neers in Santa Fe is that of an Indian dered to supply the other four lines.
Miss McGibbon was given a little book
At Philadelphia-Philadel- phia
standing in an old time wagon with of
limericks as a reminder of the club.
5 11 2
the round wooden wheels and driving
2 4 3
two small oxen over the plains. The The ets'' were delicious and the Boston
much elated over
Alexander and Dooin; Perdue and
distance; the atmosphere, and the far- Scribblers departed
frolic. The guests of Kling.
away line of the mountain rims is their afternoon's
Edwin F. Coard
Mrs.
were
club
the
Mr.
in
the
picture.
caught very truly
FIREMAN SAYS TITANIC
Rawles has attached this little bit of and Miss Lucy Grygla.
WAS RUNNING FULL SPEED,
The Fifteen Club met Friday after-- j
verse to the picture and it brings out
the spirit of all the Pueblo Indian noon with Mrs. W. C. McDonald, 'Mrs. (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Mow .ov.
Vonr Vnrt V V Ma i7 95
stands for now, on what was once his R. H. Hanna presiding. The roll call'
Mrs. idence purporting to show that the
was answered
by quotations.
Happy Hunting Ground.
George March read a paper on The Titanic was going at full speed with
In days gone by the Pueblo Man
Juvenile Court," which was followed all but five of her twenty-fou- r
boilers
Rode in the cart of the Mexican.
by a story on the same subject bv lighted on the night she met her fate
sunlit
roads
of this
land,
Over the
Thrmicrh tho eatra hriiwh find trip Rand Mrs. R. J. Palen. After a discussion was given today aboard the White
Two little steers to pull him through, of c"rrent evnts the c,ub adjourned Star Liner Olympic by Fred Barrett,
to hold the guest day program with former chief fireman of the Titanic,
No real wagon or auto he knew;
Mrs. N. B. Laughlin next Friday after-roon-, but now of the Olympic, to Senator
Peace has now sat on his brow.
after which the club will recess William Alden Smith, chairman of
wooden
a
with
corn
he
tilled
his
And
for the summer.
the Senate investigating
plow.
Gone are the steer and the plow and(
COMMISSIONERS
APPOINTED.
the cart

all the way from an exquisite little
marine scene of the Golden Gate - to
Redwoods in California and the Pueblo
Indian on the sandy plains of Xew
Mexico. There are two views of the
pueblo of Taos seen in the
haze that is so characteristic of this
country. The sketch of Kit Carson?s
house in Taos is true to life and shows
vividly the ravages of time on the old

fPhone 4.

To-da- y

r

S . SPITZ,

WILL INTEREST

THE JEWELER.
HEADQUATERS
HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE YCU?. WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without

A

ery
i

cleans i longer than
oil
any other piece of machinbut it needs both occasion-

ally.
If you will consider that the rim of
ine Daiance wneei iravtii over uuccn
miles a day, you will not grudge youi
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
hice a year. It will increase the
li e and accuracy of your watch
Leave your watch with us

'

OUR STOCK
YOU IN

FOR

SANTA FE

QUALITY

HARDWARE

Page 3 .

and PRICE

AND SUPPLY COMPANY

THE

E

Watches
and
Clocks.

WHITE

HOUSE.

fAMMAC
V'f'Vl

rJ

j

"Time Pieces That Are

j
'

Reliable."

to-ik- y.

on

OF TOOLS

OIL

$1.00 PER

The Clarendon Garden

37

rioe

Styles

ST

VY

A :M

FXJ.

oxfords

-

V

A

R't--

:

STORES set the style by having the new shapes first. Other stores follow
SOME about a season behind. Women who
buy shoes here wear THE NEWEST
AND BEST TO BE HAD. There's not a new last, a new heel, a new toe style, a new
leather you cannot find here as soon as it appears on the market. Remember, we charge no more for our shoes than other
stores. If we sell you a shoe at $2.50, $3.00 or $3.50 we'll guarantee the fit and the wear. If every woman knew all about
our shoes we'd sell all the Women's Shoes sold in town. A size and width for every foot.

Women's Oxfords, Queen Quality. Wejiave a full line of the Best Oxfords madejn every shape, size and width.

We Want to See Every Women With a Taste for Handsome Oxfords.

Home of Hart, Scliaffner & Marx Clothes.
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NATHAN SALMON

